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The Art of the Time
Robert Rauschenberg's "Choke" (1964) is one
of 85 works of art featured in an exhibit and a
new book of the Washington University
Gallery of Art's finest artwork. The exhibit
runs in Steinberg Hall through October 16.

•
Cover: Recent graduate
and Fulbright scholar
Alexandra Johnston with
fa cuity mentors Joseph
Allen (left) and Marvin
Marcus. See page 17.
Ph oto by Herb Weitm an.
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Right: Grand Marshal
Burton M. Wheeler hoods
United States Poet
Laureate Rita Fra nces
Dove as she receives an
honorary Doctor of Letters
at 1994 Commencement
ceremonies. See page 26.
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Frontrunners
Short takes about Washington's commu
nity of great ideas and great minds.
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Reunion Weekend brings classmates back
home.
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Lee Liberman wins Search Award ;
Schools honor outstanding alumni .
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Herb!
Renowned Washington University
photographer Herb Weitman to retire
after nearly 50 years of service.

ClassMates
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marri ed whom, and who's achieved what.
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Lessons to be Learned
Three students underscore the value of
self-directed learning. Part two of a two
part series.

My Washington
Sanford N. McDonnell :
First You Build Character...
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The Art of the Time

Not Business as Usual
A successful options trader, J . Stephen
Fossett has made a second career of
making his life a n adventure .
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All the Right Moves
David Dorfman choreographs the com
mon ground between dance and
athletics.
Herb Weitman's photo of Leslie
Laskey, Professor Emeritus
ofArchitecture. See page 9.
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RUNNERS
Chancellor Search
Committee Named
At the Board of Trustees' annual
meeting on May 6, a committee
was assigned to begin the search
for a successor to Washington
University Chancellor William H.
Danforth, who in March
announced his intention to retire
after the 1994-95 school year.
The Search Committee
includes trustees, alumni, faculty
members, administration and
staff, and students. William Van
Cleve, chairman of the Board of
Trustees, will also chair the
Search Committee. The commit
tee will assist the selection
process by identifying, interview
ing, and selecting candidates for
recommendation to the Board of
Trustees.
The following faculty will serve
on the Search Committee: Joseph
J .H. Ackerman, professor and
chair, Department of Chemistry;
Kathleen Brickey, the George
Alexander Madi 11 Professor of
Law; Harvey R. Colten, the
Harriet B. Spoehrer Professor of
Pediatrics and head, Department
of Pediatrics; Jerome R. Cox, Jr. ,
professor of computer science;
Paul Michael Liitzeler, the Rosa
May Distinguished University
Professor in the Humanities and
professor of Germanic languages
and literatures; James E.
McLeod, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences; John V.C. Nye,
associate professor of economics;
Enola E. Proctor, professor of
social work; and David C. Van
Essen, the Edison Professor of
Neurobiology and head,
Department of Anatomy and
Neurobiology.
Shirley K. Baker, dean of
University libraries, will repre
sent the administration/staff on
the Search Committee.
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The following trustees will
serve on the Search Committee:
B.A. Bridgewater, Jr., Andrew
B. Craig, III, Earle H . Harbi son ,
Jr., Mary Ann Krey, Lee M.
Liberman, Paul L. Miller, Jr. ,
and Sarah S. Wallace.
Martin Sneider, A.B. '64, will
represent alumni.
Four students will serve on the

Sitar Master
Imrat Khan, master player and
teacher of the sitar and surbahar
(the sitar's baritone cousin),
brought his talents to Washing
ton University's music depart
ment three years ago . Since
then, he has enriched the depart
ment with his courses on the
music of India, teaching students
at all levels of skill and ability.

committee: Susan M. Culican,
M.D.lPh.D. candidate at the
School of Medicine; P. Todd Davis,
Ph.D. candidate in English; Lisa
M. Jericho, junior, John M. Olin
School of Business; and Charlotte
M. Jones, junior in psychology
and biology in the College of Arts
and Sciences.

He has performed for audi
ences around the world for more
than 35 years, and last April, he
performed for a delighted crowd
at Edison Theatre . The concert
provided the audience with a
rare glimpse of the beauty of
Eastern music. Khan performed
and improvised a number of
ragas (traditional Indian
melodies) while his son accompa
nied him on tabla drums.

Researchers Decode
Longest DNA Sequence
An international group of genome
researchers from Washington
University, along with collabora
tors in England and France,
announced in the March 3, 1994
issue of Nature that they have
sequenced the longest continuous
segment of DNA to date, and in
record time. According to lead
author Richard K. Wilson,
research assistant professor of
genetics, the genetic material con
sists of almost 2.2
million nucleotides
from the round
worm C. elega ns,
representative of
less than three
percent of the
worm's total DNA
structure. The
researchers were
surprised to find
three times the
number of genes
they had originally
suspected, sug
gesting that other
organisms, includ
ing humans, may have a greater
gene density than is now thought.
The international Human
Genome Project is hoping that
quicker techniques in sequencing
DNA will be developed from this
roundworm genome research.

Students Place Second at
College Bowl Regionals
Four Washington University stu
dents took second place in March
at the 1994 Region 11 College
Bowl Regional Championship.
The students are team captain
Ericka Hayes, a senior in chemi
cal engineering; Stephen Martin ,
a sophomore in mathematics;

Scott M. Oser, a senior in physics;
and Joseph F. Zawadzki, a senior
in mechanical engineering. They
were quizzed on an assortment of
topics during the competition,
which is sometimes called "The
Varsity Sport of the Mind." The
tournament was held at Kansas
State University in Manhattan.
The team was coached by Greg
Lyon, B.S. '93, a member of the
1993 regional winning team. Kim
Martino, coordinator of student
acti vi ties, served as ad viser.

Searching for a Blood
Substitute
A multi-center effort to synthesize
blood is under way under the
direction of Raymond H. Wittcoff
Professor Gary K. Ackers, head of
the Department of Biochemistry
and Molecular Biophysics. The
five-year, $7.5 million project grant
that funds the investigation was
provided by the National Heart,
Lung and Blood Institute. Also
joining forces on the project are
scientists at the University ofIowa,
the State University of New York
at Buffalo, Northwestern Univer
sity, the U ni versity of Illinois, and
Albert Einstein University.
Previous attempts to develop
artificial blood have been unsuc
cessful because of incomplete
understanding of certain critical
components, such as the hemoglo
bin molecule, which is the funda 
mental carrier of oxygen in blood.
One of the primary goals of the pro
gram will be to uncover all mecha
nisms the hemoglobin molecule
uses to function in blood by study
ing hemoglobin mutants. If inves
tigators are successful in creating
a viable substitute, it could end
blood supply shortages and estab
lish a multibillion dollar industry.

A Star is Born...
AE. Hotchner (featured in last
issue ), AB. '40, J.D . '40 , receives
his commemorative plaque from
St. Louis Walk of Fame chairman
Joe Edwards during a May 15 cer
emony at the University City side
walk display. The Walk of Fame
now features 57 stars describing
the nationwide contributions of
people who lived and worked in
St. Louis. Four people with ties to
Washington University were fea
tured this year: Hotchner, Charles
Eames , and Carl and Gerty Corio
A world-renowned designer,
Eames studied at Washington
University. He designed some of
the most innovative furniture of
th e post-War modern era and
made more than 50 films . 1947
Nobel Prize-winners Carl and
Gerty Cori joined the School of
Medicine in 1931 and were the
discoverers of the mechanism for
blood glucose regulation. Novelist
and entrepreneur AE. Hotchner,
best known for his biography of
Ernest Hemingway, recently had
the autobiographical account of
his childhood , King of'the Hill,
made into a movie.
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Washington People in
the News
Martin H. Israel, professor of
physics and dean of the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences, was named
vice chancellor. He will oversee
the Research Office and work
with faculty and deans to meet
the challenges of planning and
utilizing research space on the
Hilltop Campus, keeping research
equipment modern , and linking
appropriate faculty with industry
in creating useful products and
services . He also will participate
in the university-wide planning
process a nd will evaluate the
University's service!; to K-12 edu
cation. Provost Edward S.
Macias will serve as interim
dean of the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences in addition to his other
duties.
Michael E. Cain was named
director of the School of
Medicine's Cardiovascular
Di vision and the Tobias and
Hortense Lewin Professor of
Cardiovascular Diseases.
David D. Chaplin, associate
professor of medicine, genetics,
and molecular microbiology, and
Harvey R. Colten, professor of
molecular microbiology and pedi
atrician-in-chief at Ba rnes
Hospital and St. Louis Children's
Hospital , have been na med fel
lows of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.
Dennis W. Choi, Jones
Professor and head of the
Department of Neurology, was
named the recipient of the 1994
Silvio O. Conte Decade of the
Brain Award from th e National
Foundation for Brain Research.
The annua l award recognizes
leadership and excellence in the
brain sciences.
Philip E. Cryer, professor of
medicine and director of the Divi
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sion of Endocrinology, Diabetes,
and Metabolism at the School of
Medicine, received the 1994
Banting Medal for Scientific
Achievement from the American
Diabetes Association. The award
honol's highly meritorious career
achievement in diabetes research.
Stanley Elkin, Merle Kling
Professor of Modern Letters, was a
runner-up for the prestigious 1994
PEN-Faulkner Award for Fiction
for his 16th book, Van Gogh's
Room at Arles.
Michael G. Kahn, assistant
professor of medicine, was named
director of Advanced Clinical
Information Systems to guide
development of a new computer
ized clinical information network.
The network will be a centralized
source of medical records between
the medical school and the newly
formed BJC Health System.
Saulo Klahr, professor of medi
cine, was named a fellow of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science for his
work in understanding the causes
of kidney disease and for extraor
dinary service and leadership in
the field of nephrology.
Stanley Korsmeyer and
Philip Majerus, professors in the
School of Medicine, received the
1994 Pasarow Foundation award,
which is given annually for excel
lence in biomedical research.
Korsmeyer was awarded for oncol
ogy research and Majerus for car
diovascular research .
Board of Trustees member Mary
Ann Krey, A.B. '69, M.B.A. '88,
was named the St. Louis Variety
Club Woman of the Year in March.
She is the owner and chief execu
tive officer of Krey Distributing
Co., an Anheuser-Busch whole
saler.
Jay S. Pepose was named
the Bernard Becker Professor
of Clinical Ophthalmology, an

endowed chair in the Department
of Ophthalmology and Visual
Sciences in the School of
Medicine.
David H. Perlmutter, profes
sor of pediatrics, has received the
1994 E. Mead Johnson Award for
Pediatric Research in recognition
of his studies of a biochemical
deficiency that causes hepatitis
in infants and that may be linked
to Alzheimer's disease.
Jonathan Turner, B.S. '77,
professor and chair of computer
science, has received the 1994
Koji Kobayashi Computers and
Communications Award from the
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers. Turner
designed the University's Project
Zeus asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) switch, which many
experts consider the fastest com
munications switch in the world.
Lee Weeks was named the
University's chief financial offi
cer/controller. Weeks will be
responsible for all the financial
affairs of Washington University.
He has 21 years of experience
with Armco Inc. and was the
executive vice president and
chief financial officer of Edison
Brothers Stores, Inc.
Gloria W. White, vice chan
cellor for human resources and
affirmative action, was elected
chair of the board of directors of
the St. Louis Bi-State Chapter of
the American Red Cross. She has
been a member of the Red Cross
chapter board since 1988.
Thomas A. Woolsey, profes
sor of neurology and neurological
surgery, and Carl M. Rovainen,
professor of cell biology and phys
iology, have been awarded a $1.5
million Javits Neuroscience
Award from the National Insti
tutes of Health to assist their
studies of blood flow in the brain.

Edison Theatre
Announces Its
1994-95 Season
OVATIONS! 1994-95
Kronos Quartet
Fri.-Sat., Sept. 16-17
Zap Mama
Sat., Sept. 24
Oleanna
by Da vid Mamet
Fri., Sept. 30 and Sat., Oct. 1
Daniel Ezralow & ... "
(9 different contemporary
choreographers)
Fri.-Sun., Oct. 7-9
Mark Morris Dance Group ,"
Fri.-Sun., Jan. 20-22
Needles and Opium
by Robert Lepage
Fri.-Sat., Feb. 3-4
The Klez nwr Conservatory Band
Sat.-Sun., Feb. 18-19
Urban Bush Women ,!,
Thurs .-Sat., Mar. 16-18
Spalding Gray in Gray's Anatomy
Fri.-Sat., Apr. 21-22
Josh Kornbluth in
Red Diaper Baby
Thurs.-Fri., Nov. 10-11
Stage Left
The Blad Swan
by Richard Selzer
Directed by Henry 1. Schvey
Thurs.-Sun., Oct. 20-23, 27-30
The Mathematics of" Change
Sat.-Sun., Nov. 12-13
Reno in Reno Out There Without
a Prayer
Thurs .-Sun., Jan. 26-29
ovations! for young people
Kronos Quartet
Sat., Sept. 17
Pino & Raz
Sun ., Sept. 25

Zap Mama

~

f

~

~.

a:

Kathy Rose's Kabukimenco Visual
Theater
Sun., Jan. 29
Kevin Locke
Sun., Feb. 12
Urban Bush Women
Sat., Mar. 18
Performing Arts Department
The Endless Adventures of"
M.C. Kat or How They
Got From A to B
by Jeffrey M. Jones
Fri.-Sun., Oct. 7-9, 14-16
The Seagull
by Anton Chekhov
Fri.-Sun., Nov. 11-13,18-20
Washington University
Dance Theater
Fri.-Sun., Dec. 2-4
Blood Wedding
by Federico Garcia Lorca
Fri.-Sun., Feb. 17-19,24-26
The Illusion
by Pierre Corneille
adapted by Tony Kushner
Fri.-Sun., Mar. 31-Apr. 2, Apr. 7-9
One-Act Plays
Thurs.-Sun. , Apr; 27-30
For more program and ticket
information, call the box office at
(314) 935-6543.

School of Fine Arts
Renamed 'School of Art'
The Board of Trustees in May
approved a name change of the
School of Fi ne Arts to the School
of Art, effective immediately.
The request was initiated by a
vote of the School's faculty. The
term "fine arts" has come to
include all arts when used as part
of the name of academic units at
other institutions. Also, the term
is now generally used to distin
guish "fine" from "applied" arts.
Neither of these terms seemed
appropriate for Washington
University's art school, so for the
sake of greater clarity, the faculty
opted for the name change.

Students Awarded for
Flood Relief Services
The great flood of 1993 was a dis
aster for hundreds offamilies liv
ing along the Mississippi River.
Yet, thanks to the assistance of
thousands of willing volunteers,
many secondary catastrophes
were kept in check. Washington
University students who played a
significant role in organizing
fund-raisers and providing assis
tance for flood victims were hon
ored for their efforts on May 20 as
finalists for the 1994 J.C. Penney
Golden RulelUnited Way Flood
Relief Volunteer Group Award in
recognition of their community
service.
Nominated for the award by
Chancellor William H. Danforth,
more than 500 students-from
first-year students to doctoral
candidates-donated time and
energy to assist flood victims.
Their fund-raising activities net
ted more than $10,000, which was
donated to several flood-relief
organizations.

" Co·sponsored by Dance St, Louis
FalJ 1994 • WASHINGTON UNIVERSI1Y
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Follow-up: Mixing
Mystery with Proust

Olympic Competitors, Washington Compatriots
As u.s. Olympic Festival-'94 volleyball athlete Kristin Folkllooks on
(left), Washington U.'s head women's volleyball coach Teri Clemens
~nd Bears volleyball star Amy Albers, class of 1995, find the humor
m competing on opposing teams during the festival volleyball match
es held at the Athletic Complex in July. Albers played for the East
team, which won the Olympic gold. Clemens was head coach of the
North team, which earned the bronze medal.

Children of Alcoholics
More Susceptible to
Behavior Disorders
New research conducted at the
School of Medicine has found tha t
children of alcoholics have a
greater chance of developing cer
tain behavioral disorders. The
study involved 125 children of one
or two alcoholic parents. These
children were examined for 14
disorders ranging from attention
deficiency to bulimia. The
researchers did not find a higher
incidence of a tten tion -deficien t
disorder in children of alcoholics
though past studies have.
'
The research found an increased
risk for oppositional and conduct
disorders in children of alcoholics
which may in turn lead to a dys- '
functional adult life and drug
abuse, such as alcoholism.

6
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Students Establish
Victor H. Farwell Award
Undergraduate students from
Student Union, Association of
Black Students, Council of the
Students of Arts and Sciences
and Phi Alpha Delta joined '
together to establish the Victor
H. Farwell Award to honor the
former assistant dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Members of the four foundinG"b
organizations will comprise
the Victor H. Fan-veIl Award
Committee to select an annual
winner. The student \vho receives
the award will be selected for
service and commitment to the
undergraduate community. The
winner and the other nominees
will be recognized during a cere
mony in the spring.

As reported in the February 1994
issue, Elyane Dezon-Jones, associ
ate professor of French, has spent
the last few years reconstructing
a Marcel Proust masterpiece,
Remembrance oj" Things Past,
after the discovery of original
manuscripts that alter its out
come. Now Dezon-Jones has
released a mystery, Murder at
Aunt Leonie's, which is set during
a Proust Colloquium in Illiers
Combray. Dezon-Jones describes
the novel as a parody of Agatha
Christie, Proust, and David
Lodge. It was published by
Editions Viviane Hamy in French
last March under a pseudonym.

New Surgery Fights
Emphysema
A surgical procedure developed by
Joel D. Cooper, professor of
surgery at the School of Medicine
promises to significantly improve'
the lives of chronic emphysema
sufferers. During the procedure,
20 to 30 percent of the patient's
damaged lungs is removed, giving
the healthy regions of the lungs
room to expand properly. Prior to
this, substantial relief for end
stage patients could only be pro
vided with risky lung transplants.
In trial cases, the operation has
increased breathing capacity in
patients by an average of 82 per
cent, reducing or eliminating the
need to use supplemental oxygen.
Pa tien ts reported significant
improvements in overall energy
levels and physical mobility. The
surgery does not cure emphysema,
but it probably will give the
patients many years of relief. •

•
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:? offense will be forward
~ Laura Miller (Flori ssant,

~ Missouri ), WU's all-time
16 seniors, several of whom
leader with 16 goals and
were key starters, Washing
40 points.
ton must rely on some of its
younger talent ifit wishes
Volleyball • The battle
to notch its fourth winning
cry is "One for the
season since 1990.
Thumb" for the Bears,
Defensively, four all-con
winners of four of the last
ference players return, led
five NCAA Division III
by linebacker Ma tt Gomric
titles-including the las t
(Belleville, Illinois ). Gomric
three in a row. Four cor
(139 tackles, 3 intercep
nerstones graduated from
tions , 4 pass deflections)
last year's 42-2 squad, but
has led the Bears in tackles
head coach Teri Clemens
the last two seasons and is
welcomes back a wealth of
on pace to shatter the school Good point: May graduate Rich Berens, ranked fourth
talent.
record.
nationally among Diuision III men's tenni s players,
Topping that list is
earned his second success iue All-America nod this past
Washington u.'s biggest
middle blocker Amy
spring. Berens reached the round ol 16 at the Diuision III
holes are on offense, where
Albers (Washin gton, Mis
National
Single s Championships belore lo sing to the
it must replace quarterback
souri), who has earned the
nation's number-one playe/: A standout in the classroom
Aaron Keen (Cheyenne,
nod of many volleyball
as well, B erens receiued GTE / CoSIDA second-team acad
Wyoming), the holder of 11
emic all -district recognition alter earning a 3.36 G.PA.
enthusiasts as the best
school records; All-America
ever to play in the Divi
tackle Jeff Doyle (Arnold,
sion III ranks.
Missouri ); and all-league tight end
the nation. Brent Garcia (San
The Bears return another first
John Keen (C heyenne, Wyoming).
Jose , California ), Matt Bieschke
team All-American in Anne
The good news for the Bear
(Oak P ark , Illinois ), and Dan
Quenette (Springfield , Illinois ). A
offense is th a t its top five running
MeAl one (St. Louis ) are some of
strong candidate to continue the
backs return, led by Todd Han
Bears' seven-year run of All
the defenders who must step for
num (Maryville, Tennessee), who
ward this fall. The Bear 's top two
America setters is Stephanie
rushed for 1,060 yards last year.
goalkeepers, Tim Stewart (St.
Habif (Tenafly, New Jersey).
Charles, Missouri) and Stewart
Men's Soccer • Still seeking its
Bradley (Rockford, Illinois), return
Men's and Women's Cross
first national title, Washington
as well.
Country • Under the strong lead
returns eigh t starters and a host
ership of head coach Troy Engle,
of le ttermen from last yea r's
the Bears will look to continue th e
Women's Soccer • After opening
NCAA playoff team. The Bears ,
momentum they gained after
last season with an NCAA Divi
who have placed as national run
sion III national ranking of 13th,
regaining varsity status in 1993 .
ner-up on three occasions, are
The women's squad will be
th e Bears slid under an avalanche
seeking their fifth UAA title in
fronted by Amy Benkowski (Lin
of injuries to finish 4-14-0. This
the league's eight-year history.
coln, Nebraska ), the Bears' top
season, head coach Doug Hippler's
Headlining the list of returnees
young sq uad looks to return to the
finisher at the UAA Champi
are all-UAA forwards Kevin
14-2-2 glory days of 1992.
onships a year ago. On the men 's
Ne ebes (Cleveland, Ohio) and
side, the Red and Green return all
Leading the charge will be goal
Justin Reed (Kansas City, Mis
of their top runners from last sea
keeper Jennifer Donahoe (Plano ,
souri ). All-UAA and all-region
Texas). After serving an appren
son. Leading that group are Ryan
defensive midfielder Daam Barker
ticeship behind All-America goal
Thomas (Orefield, Penn sylvania),
(Cincinnati , Ohio) is one ofsev
Asa Flanigan (Kankakee, Illinois),
keeper Jen Haddad as a freshman,
eral key mid-line returnees.
and Keith Lit (Southampton ,
Donahoe earn ed all-Great Lakes
Traditionally, the Bears boast
region honors by repelling a WU
Pennsylvania).

one of the stingiest defen ses in
record 123 shots. Triggering the
- Mihe Wolf and Dave Moessne r

Football • With the loss of
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See which option maximizes the retirement
income from your appreciated securities.
Assume:
Current Market value:
Stock purchase price:
Dividend yield:
Holding period:

$100.000
$25,000
2.5%
more than 1 year

1. Keep the stock
Income:

2. Sell the stock and buy bonds
Selling Price:
$100,000
Capital Gain:
$75,000
Federal Capital Gains Tax (28%): $21,000
Amount Remaining to Invest:

Income from 6% bonds:

®~

$4,740

3. Washington University-Charitable Trust
You benefit four ways
Donation to Trust:
Capital Gain:
" Tax on Capital Gain:
.; Amount for Trust to Invest:

I Income from Trust at 6%:
Federal Income Tax Deduction:* $37,791
.; Federal Income Tax Savings:
$11,715
Total Tax Savings:
$32,715
[tax on gain ($21,000) + saving from
deduction ($11,715)]

* Donors-husband and wife-both age 70 at the 31%
bracket. This plan works well for people over age 60.
For people at younger ages the Deferred Payment Gift
Annuity or a Term Trust are available.

For a booklet or an example of a charitable
trust based on your own situation, please
complete the attached reply card or call the
Washington University Office of Planned Giving
at 1-800-835-3503 or 314-935-5848.

"Painless" flu shot, 1966.
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e's the dean of university
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director of photographic services,
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photographers, and he's

will retire after August 1994, after

been ours for nearly five decades.

a career as one of America's most-

But beginning this fall, Washing

honored university photographers. A

ton University will no longer

retrospective of his work is on exhib

have his ever-present images of

it at the University's Gallery of Art

campus life.

in Steinberg Hall from August 15

Herb Weitman, B.S.B.A. '50,

through September 11, 1994.

Renowned Washington University photographer
Herb Weitman retires after nearly 50 years of service.
Fall 1994 • WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
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Chancellor Arthur Holly Compton
with students, 1947.

Students watching television, 1950s.

Author and alumna Fannie Hurst, 1960.

He also has served for many years as the
associate editor of this magazine and in
1967 founded the photography program at
the School of Fine Arts (recently renamed
the School of Art).
Weitman enrolled as a student in
Washington University's business school
(now the John M. Olin School of Business)
in 1947 and there began chronicl ing life at
Washington University. He has been nam ed
national "Photographer of the Decade"
twice by the Council for Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE), first for the
1960s and again for the 1980s .
Weitman's national and regional honors
include awards from the St. Louis, New
York, and Washington, D.C., Art Directors'
Clubs. He has served as a featured speaker
for New sweek Magazine's programs for uni
versity publications editors, as a frequent
lecturer and competition judge for CASE,
and as a judge in the NFL Pro Football
J0 WASHl:.iCTON UN lVEHSITY • Fall 1994

Hall of Fame's national photographic com
petitions.
In addition to his thousand s of pho
tographs in Wa shington Un iversity
Magazine, he has contributed to the maga
zine of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, the for
mer St. Louis Globe-Democrat, and to
national publications such a s N ewsweek,
Time, Life, Sports Illustrated, Picture
Magaz ine (a prestigious photographic art
periodical) , and CASE Currents. His pho
tos of St. Loui s and regional landmarks
appear in two popular guide-Seeing St.
Louis and S eeing Beyond St. L ouis, both
publi shed by Washington University.
Weitman served for more tha n two
decade s as th e official photographer of the
St. Louis F ootball Cardinals. He also is an
official NFL photographer, having covered
Super Bowls V to XXVIII.
In 1988, CASE featured Weitman's work
in a maj or show at its Annual Assembly in

Dogs on the Quad, 1967.

Students in the Gallery ofArt, Steinberg Hall, 1969.

Anaheim, California, in conjunction with
naming him Photographer of the Decade .
Other shows include a one-person exhibi
tion, "Reflections 1968-1983," at the
Martin Schweig Gallery in St. Louis , and
an April 1980 exhibition, "Alexander
CalderlHerb Weitman," at Laumeier
Sculpture Park Gallery in St. Louis.
The St. Louis Art Museum has
acquired four Weitman prints, and the
Washington University Gallery of Art h as
collected five . His photographs are found
in museums and private collections
nationwide .
Weitman will receive special recogni
tion this fall when the School of Ar t
names its photography exhibition gallery
at the Lewis Center as the Weitman
Gallery, according to Stan Strembicki,
who heads the photography program . The
gallery will open its fall schedule featur
i ng works by Weitman's former students
in honor of his leadership and teaching. •
fall 1994 • WASHINGTON UN IVERSllY 11

"Herb's photographs have structured the
way we think about Washington University.
We see our campus through his eyes, and we
also see each other through him. When I
think of people, I often see them as Herb's
pictures. He's had a profound impact on all
of us."
William H. Danforth, Chancellor.

China, 1979.

On the steps of Brookings Hall, 1980.
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Architecture Professor Emeritus Leslie Laskey, 1985.

•
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"I think first and foremost he's a people per
son and a people photographer. It takes a

' -,

completely different breed of person to be
".,

'tj'
.,

•

a people photographer. He really is a master
at working with people. Because of that,
he has profoundly influenced the work of his
students."
Jim Olvera, B,F.A. '78, professional photographer and

,
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,

"

"
-

former Weitman student.
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Model displaying a metalwork necklace by Art Professor
Emeritus Heikki Seppii, 1981.
,
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Students under the ginkgos between Duncker Hall and Olin Library, 1987.
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"Herb Weitman."
Mike Peters, B.F.A. '65,
Pulitzer Prize-winning
cartoonist and former
Weitman student.

"There are a couple of elements significant to Herb's photography.
First is integrity, both professionally and personally. Second is his
sensitivity to the human element. Photography mirrors the pho
tographer-who you are and how you come to the world shows up
clearly and stamps the photography. If you want to know Herb
Weitman, look at what he's done."
Robert laRouche, St. Louis Post-Dispatch photographer and night picture editor.

Professor of Neurology Leonard Berg,
left, conducting Alzheimer's disease
research, 1985.

Alumnus and swimming pool consultant Kenneth Williamson, AR '52, 1987.
Fall 1994 • WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY j 5
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Viktor Hamburger, Edward Mallinckrodt Distinguish ed Professor Emeritus of Biology, 198 7.
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"He was a parental kind of professor
the kids were his babies and loved him
to tears. Herb is first and foremost a
professional of very high degree. So
he brought a real expertise from the
real world to the classroom. What Herb
had that was so very special was an
accomplished craft-that's unquestion

f

able-that he brought and shared with

t

students."
Roger DesRosiers , former Dean, School of Fine Arts.

Professor of English Stanley E lkin, 1984.
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Lessons to
e Learned
~

In Part 2 in a series, the experiences of three Washington
students underscore the value of self-directed learning.
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By Gloria Bilcbik

lmost everyone can remem ber
being sent out into the hall as a
form of exile-the ultimate grade
school banishment to a deserted, boring
no-man's land . Shawn Smith lives for it.
While students in other disciplines pop
ulate lecture halls and labs, Smith is get
ting his educa tion primarily in the corri
dor. In fact , among the art school students
and faculty who pick their way around his
works-in-progress on the way to more con
ventionally defined lea rning spaces, he's
known as "The Hall Guy."
"For me , learning doesn't happen in
anyone place. It's a continuum ," says
Smith, Class of 1995, an art major who
transferred to Washington from
Brookhaven Community College in
Dallas, Texas. "Having this high-traffic
area for my studio is great. I get feedback
from everybody, including the janitor."
Smith's specialty is collography-a
mixed-medium printmaking technique he
calls "somewhat barbaric," in which an
image is created by layering material s
such as acrylics, fabrics, and paper.
Smith started college thinking that he
wanted to be an electron-smashing physicist.
"I got over that quickly when I saw the
courses I was going to have to take," he
says. "Then, my dad reminded me that I
liked to build things, and I redirected
myself to a rt. I like to work big, and I like
to use 'found' materials, like scraps from
other people's di scarded projects. If you
were to observe me, you'd mostly see me

A
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drawing or scrounging or
a ssembling pieces."
Smith describes his
learning mode as intro
spection and discovery.
"A lot of what I do
comes from childhood
images, like Mother Goose
stories." he says . "On e of
my recent projects wa s
about the Three Little
Pigs. When I thought
Smith's favorite "studio" is
about the story, I realized, Shawn
the hallway.
'This is a book about struc
ture.' There it was- my idea. And it was
time to start gathering material s."
Creating art, he sa ys, is a non-linear
process. And knowing when you're done
can be its own challenge.
"As you go, you keep asking question s
about what to do next," he says. "You
keep bouncing and rebouncing your ideas.
You eliminate elements, and you add [ele
ments 1. You figure out which materials
work together and what structures make
sense. And in the process, you learn
about technique and about yourself. "
But exploring creativity is not the
whole story in the making of an artist,
says Joan Hall, associate professor of art
who teaches print and papermaking.
During the fall 1993 semester, she hired
Smith to assi st her in her downtown stu
dio as she prepared for a show. In addi
tion to observing and participating in
papermaking, Smith wa s charged with
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down-and-dirty jobs like mixing.inks, and
building frames and shipping crates.
"Most fine arts students know very little
about the nitty-gritty of being a profession
al," says Hall. "The students I invite to
work with me don't get credit for helping.
But they learn something about the reali
ties of the art world. You don't just do
great work and then wait to be discovered.
You have to promote yourself and present
yourself well. You have to concentrate on
the little things, like photographing your
work, labelling slides, and shipping your
work correctly. This has nothing to do with
creativity, but it counts, and that's an
important lesson."

T

he story of Abraha Taddese is a clas
sic. As a freshman, Taddese concen
trated on learning Latin and Greek
and was less familiar with the protocols of
laboratory research than with the works of
Homer. But in his four years at Washing
ton, Taddese experienced an academic

odyssey that transformed h]m from test
tube tyro to nationally recognized science
whiz kid.
Serendipity played a role. Needing a
job during his freshman year, Taddese
found work in a medical school lab, where
he washed test tubes, mixed solutions,
and cleaned up after researchers.
"Until that point, I had no idea what
went on in a lab," says Taddese, of
Stockton, California. "I had never read a
research article. I didn't even take biology
in high school. And in the lab, I thought I
was supposed to spend all of my time
scrubbing. But the more I hung around,
the more I began to see a connection
between science and my classics courses. I
was studying philosophy, where the ques
tions were about 'why.' 'Why does the
mind perceive things in certain ways?' It
was very abstract. In the lab, they were
asking 'how?' 'How does vision work? How
does the nervous system organize the
input it receives?' They were using simple

1947 Nobel Prize-winning scientists
Gerty and husband Carl Cori shared
that experience many times with
In those words, Gerty Cori once
young researchers.
described what emerged when a
The Coris vigorously pursued
researcher saw the "veil over nature's
nature's secrets ih their laboratory in
secret" lift after years of painstaking
the School of Medicine's Department
work. During their long and near
of Pharmacology and later in the
legendary association with Washing
Department of Biochemistry. Over sev
ton University (which began in 1931),
eral decades, they encouraged a level
of learning and idea exchange
that can best be appreciated in
light of this astonishing fact: Six
Nobel Prize-winners are associ
ated with the Cori's laboratory
research at Washington.
What made these future
Nobel laureates and other tal
ented collaborators (including
Chancellor William H.
Danforth) thrive? Those associ
ated with the Cori laboratory
recall an environment in which
researchers learned and led by
Carl and Gerty Cori's la boratory pro
"doing." In that environment a
duced a remarkable legacy.

"A Clear and Beautiful
Light..."
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scientist's skills could be finely honed,
and clearly few in the "Cori School," if
any, waited to follow. Under the Coris'
guidance, all could be leaders.
"One without the other would not
have gone so far as in collaboration,"
Carl Cori said of his work with his
wife. The Coris apparently included
their colleagues and students in this
sentiment as well. Possibly nowhere
else in the field of biochemistry could a
more inviting research atmosphere be
found for a young scientist.
The excellent collaboration the
Coris enjoyed gave rapid rise to the
foundation of biochemistry, and their
scientific legacy continues to unfold.
But perhaps their greater contribution
to Washington University is their
enduring example of a learning process
that valued everyone and enabled stu
dent and teacher alike to lift the veil of
nature to reveal that "clear and beauti
fullight."
-Jim Russell

!

{(In the I£lb, they were asking 'how?' 'How does vision work?

i How does the nervous system organize the input it
receives?' They were using simple tools to try to answer
questions ofhuge psychological importance. I was amazed
and excited. And hooked." -

Abraha Taddese's excitement about
science grew out of his "pure interest"
in the mind-brain connection.

tools to try to answer questions of huge
psychological importance. I was amazed
and excited. And hooked."
Soon , Taddese made his first major sci
entific discovery- Ed McCleskey.
McCleskey, associate professor of cell
biology and physiology, gave Taddese his
first taste of hands-on research when he
hired him in his neuroscience lab.
"Actually, I took Abraha by default,"
says McCleskey, him self a former classics
major and now a research scientist at the
Oregon Health Sciences University. "I
had spent three months trying to help
him find a lab job. Nobody had a place for
him because he had no background in sci
ence. But he had something you can't
train-enthusiasm, optimism, and humil
ity. And [he also had] a recommendation
from Dean [James E.] McLeod, one of the
best talent scouts I've ever known ."
McCleskey's lab was working on the
neurology of sensation-specifically, pain
blockage . Taddese's first task was to mas
ter the technical aspects of the work. To
study individual cells, he stimulated
them with electrodes controlled by a
computer joystick. It was a job he charac
terizes as "playing Nintendo and getting
paid for it."
But Taddese's evolution as an investi

Abraha Taddese, A.B. '94

gator was not all fun and games. By his
junior year, he had adopted biology as a
second major and devised a research pro
ject that identified the specific tooth cells
that react to pain . His work helps explain
the pain-relieving effect of mor phine and
allows pain to be studied at the single-cell
level. The project earned him a spot on the
USA Today College Academic First Team
and the opportunity to be a panelist at the
American Council on Education's national
symposium in Washington , D.C.
"It all started, really, because in classics
I was learning about consciousness and
thought," says Taddese, who enters
Harvard Medical School in the fall. "We
were reading philosophers who called the
mind an emanation of the brain . And my
work in the lab got me thinking about the
connection between philosophical ques
tions and neuroscience.
"There's something really exciting
about getting a re sult and asking, 'What
does this mean?' For me, research is a per
petuation of childhood. The work is fun,
and all of the best learning comes from
pure interest. I don't know if what I'm
investigating will be useful or answer any
big questions. The best thing would be to
do something that makes a difference ."
n the study of life in the land of the
rising sun, Alexandra Johnston is a
rising star. Alex, as she prefers to be
called , caught East-Asia "fever" during a
high-school summer visit to Japan. Then
she turned it into a university-level pas
sion. The result is the dawn of a promis
ing academic career.
"There was never any doubt about my
major," says Johnston, of Urbana, Illinois,
who graduated in May with a double
major in East Asian and international
studies. "I just had to learn Japanese. The
culture and the people fascinated me. I
couldn't get enough ."

I
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Her quest for more led her tc a junior
year abroad at the Kyoto Center for
Japanese Studies, an American-style uni
versity, where she and 30 other students
worked on mastering the language while
taking courses in architecture, women's
studies, and other disciplines. It was dur
ing this time that Johnston became
aware of the cuI tural issue that would

Alexandra Johnston, right, confers on her honors thesis with
Marvin Marcus, associate professor of Japanese language and
literature.

((Research imprints on everything you look at. It makes your
education real because it's something you direct yourself.
Nothing could be more motivating. ))
-

Alexandra Johnston, A.B. '94

become her senior honors thesis.
"It's about Japanese children who
accompany their parents on temporary
overseas transfers, and so spend time in
foreign educational systems," says
Johnston. "The Japanese educational sys
tem is very standardized, and when these
kids come back home, they're out of sync
with the program. While they're consid
ered very sophisticated and cosmopoli
tan, they're viewed as academically
behind. The readjustment can be diffi
cult, so the Japanese Ministry of
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Education has basically created a system
of affirmative action to help them get
back into the 'mainstream.' It's a very hot
issue in Japan."
Upon Johnston's return to the States,
her idea for an honors thesis on the sub
ject met with immediate support from
Marvin Marcus, associate professor of
Japanese language and literature, and
Joseph Allen, director of East Asian
Studies and associate professor of
Chinese language and literature.
"Her enthusiasm was an educator's
dream," says Marcus. "Alex had little for
mal background in the study of Japanese
education. She had to do all the digging
on her own. She structured the project
herself. That's a challenge in any area,
but Japan can be particularly frustrating."
Undaunted, Johnston combed the East
Asian Library in January Hall for perti
nent articles, wrote away for government
information, and sought advice from pro
fessors at other universities who are
expert in the study of "returnee children."
Much of her research was in Japanese.
Her thesis, which turned out to be a
research prospectus for future work,
helped earn her a Fulbright Research
Scholarship. The scholarship will fund
another year of study in Japan, during
which she will begin a survey of the stu
dent re-entry situation.
"An honors thesis is a peak learning
experience," says Allen. "Only the top
rank of students can pull them off. A the
sis allows you to test the waters in acade
mic research and publishing. It's also a
meaningful way to pull all of your educa
tion together. When you turn to writing
down your thoughts, the work becomes
your own. The learning becomes integrat
ed into your intellectual awareness."
Johnston agrees. "Research imprints
on everything you look at," she says. "It
makes your education real because it's
something you direct yourself. Nothing
could be more motivating."
Gloria Shur Bilchik, A.B. '67, M.A.T. '68,
is a St. Louis-based writer and editor.

Alumni News

J. Stephen Fossett

NOT

BUSINESS
AS USUAL
Asuccessful options trader,

J. Stephen Fossett has made asecond
career of making his life an adventure.
by Steve Givens

Sometimes Steve Fossett, M.B.A. '68,
thinks he's lived his life backwards.
"I never did much in sports as a
child ," says Fossett. "I might have
been very happy to be an athlete, but
I wasn't . A lot of people are athletes
first and then move into a business
career. I've done my business career,
and now I want to be an athlete."
Although Fossett was climbing
mountains when he was 11, he didn't
become really active in endurance
and adventure sports until 1978.
Since then, he has assembled a list of
athletic accomplishments that even
Bo Jackson could appreciate. He has
run 100-mile races over mountain
passes . He's made more than 200
mountain-climbing ascents all over
the world. He's swum the English
Channel. Two years ago he finished
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Man ofa
Thousand Races:
Fossett with his dog
sled team at the
Iditarod Race.

47th in the 1,165-mile Iditarod Dog Sled
Race across Alaska. The list goes on.
But in the true form of someone who
always looks ahead and is never satisfied
with what has been, Fossett prefers to
talk about what's happened lately and
what's coming up.
In the past two years he has driven
top-class cars in three of the premier
endurance races in the world-the Paris
to Dakar (Africa) Rally, the 24 Hours of
Le Mans , and the Baja 1000. He also has
one of the fastest ocean-going sailboats in
the world-a 60-foot trimaran-and last
year bettered by almost 30 hours a long
standing record for sailing around
Ireland.
So is Steve Fossett competitive? You
bet, especially with himself.
"I've always been very competitive,"
says Fossett, 50, who lives in Chicago and
in Beaver Creek, Colorado, with Peggy,
his wife of 26 years. "Sports is a very good
medium for me because I can take advan
tage of my competi ti ve desires and my
ambition to achieve certain things ."
That competitive spirit is also charac
teristic of Fossett's business career.
Shortly after receiving his M.B.A from
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Washington , he began a career in
computer systems with IBM. But
his appetite for a good challenge
was whetted when he later went
to work establishing a computer
system for department store giant
Marshall Field's in Chicago,
which had virtually no computers,
just a warehouse-sized room of
files . Marshall Field's system was
state-of-the-industry within two
years .
Fossett soon realized, however,
that he was more interested in
the stock market than in depart
ment stores. He became a com
modities broker-first for Merrill
Lynch and later for himself as a
member of the Chicago Board of
Trade at the Chicago Board
Options Exchange. On his own as
a trader in 1977, he started hiring
people to trade for him in 1980.
His current companies are
Marathon Securities, Inc., a mem
ber firm of the New York Stock
Exchange ; Larkspur Securities,
Inc., a membership leasing busi
ness that allows individuals to lease a
membership on the trading floor instead
of buying one; and Lakota Trading, Inc.,
which hires people who do not have expe
rience in trading and then trains them to
be a member of the Exchange. Strictly a
"trading" company, Lakota has no cus
tomers but is involved in options market
making.
"One of the things we have accom
plished [with Lakota] is that we have
brought in a total of 145 new members to
the Exchange since 1980-we provided
that opportunity for 145 people to
become members for the first time," he
says . "No one has ever done anything
quite like that."
Lakota currently has 52 members on
the floor, which is the largest number of
traders of any trading company, accord
ing to Fossett. The company typically
hires one or two M.B.As from
Washington University every year.
But Fossett doesn't hesitate to admit
that business is not the most important
endeavor for him anymore.
"I've done most of what I wanted to do
in business, and I don't want to keep just
doing it over and over again ," says
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Fossett, who is active on several Boy
Scout boards and also serves on the board
of Opportunity International , an organi
zation that does micro-enterprise devel
opment (small business loans) in develop
ing countries. "So I've turned over most of
the management of the companies to my
executives, and I spend maybe one-quar
ter to one-third of my time overseeing the
businesses."
typical day for Fossett begins with
phone calls to Europe on his sail
ing program and the like, then
moves on to an evaluation of how his
businesses are doing. Then he will go
train for whatever event he's planning to
pursue next. "Next" for Fossett was a two
handed transatlantic sailing race from
Plymouth, England, to Newport, Rhode
Island, scheduled for June 1994 . He
planned to cross the ocean at no leisurely
clip, however. His trimaran, so called
because of its three hulls, is about one
third faster than an America's Cup boat.
"I decided I wanted to do a transat
lantic race three years ago, so I started
meeting the right people and figured out
that I wanted to race trimarans, which
are the fastest type of ocean-racing sail
boats," he says. "We had a very good sea
son last year. The first race we were in
was the Round Britain and Ireland race,
a 2,000-mile race, and we won that."
Fossett's best sailing achievement last
year, though, was the 708-mile Round
Ireland Race. His team sailed the course
in just over 44 hours , which represented
a major improvement over the previous
record of 70 hours. So now he holds one of
12 ocean sailing records sanctioned by
the World Sailing Speed Record Council.
And while Fossett is used to the high
speeds of sailboats and race cars, he says
it isn't a fascination with speed that
draws him to the sports.
"Speed in itself is not one of my inter
ests," he says. "I'm more interested in
sports endeavors. While speed is invigo
rating, that's not what I'm in it for. Each
of these things that I'm doing are person
al achievements."
Like all the other parts of his life,
when Fossett decides to spend time
pursuing something, there has to be a
meaningful purpose behind it. That's
what drew him to volunteer his time and

Peak Experience:
On a mountain top
in Greenland.
Photos provided by
Steve Fossett.

"You can't do these
things unless
you're willing to
risk failure ..... So I
don't get my ego
effort to the John M. Olin School of
Business .
"The business school was doing some
thing very important over the past decade
or so in improving its stature and becom
ing a nationally ranked business school,
so that was a very good project to sup
port," says Fossett, who is the member
ship chairman of Washington University's
William Greenleaf Eliot Society in
Chicago. "I wanted to be on board with
that. I like there to be some objective in
working toward something rather than
just 'business as usuaL'"
It would be difficult to imagine anyone
ever accusing Steve Fossett of business as
usual. Part of operating the "Fossett way"
is learning to deal with the many bouts of
failure that have come his way as a
sportsman.
"You can't do these things unless you're
willing to risk failure," he says. "So I don't
get my ego heavily involved in the neces
sity to succeed. I want to succeed, but I
also accept lack of success and just keep
coming back. Most people won't under
take things unless they know they can
succeed. As a result, they don't undertake
very many things. Most people limit
themselves too much by what they are
[already] well qualified to do."
•

heavily involved in
the necessity to
succeed. I want to
succeed, but I also
accept lack of suc
cess and just keep
coming back."

Steve Givens is the editor of Washington
University Magazine and Alumni News.
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David Dorfman
choreographs

the common
ground between

dance and
athletics.
David Dorfman
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by Debby Aronson
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avid Dorfman, B.S.B.A. '77, is now a renowned
choreographer and dancer, but he spent most of
his undergraduate years balancing accounts
rather than balancing on his toes. Still, the Chicago
native-who took his first dance class as a junior-had
established his own dance company, David Dorfman
Dance, by 1985.
With a stocky build and crew cut, he looks more like a
linebacker or a Marine than a dancer. And it is true that
his early training was more in sports than in dance. In
fact, one of Dorfman's trademarks is his fascination with
the similarities between sports and dance.
"Ath letes and dan cers have so much in common," he
said in a recent Sports Illu strated article. "Yet you always
have athletes calling dancers ' fairies' and dancers calling
athletes 'Neanderthals.' I'm trying to bring the two camps
together."
To this end, Dorfman has created a dance piece using
both professional dancers and amateur athletes. Titled
"Out of Season," he choreographed the work a t

I-

Washington University last April
as part of Edison Theatre's "OVA
TIONS!" series. The work has so
far been created in six U.S. cities
and in Paris. Dorfman's Univer
sity residency was made possible
by a National Endowment for the
Arts advancement grant received
by Edison Theatre.
"I use the project as a meta
phor for groups that think they
shouldn't mix but have a lot more
in common than they realize," he
says.
The St. Louis audition, held in
February, attracted more than 30
local sports enthusiasts. Audition
ing required not only athletic
prowess but an ability to be open
with complete strangers.
"Okay, keep your eyes closed
and think of one word that
describes your current state, one
word to describe your future
state , and one word to describe
your past," Dorfman announced
at one point to participants in the
audition . Later, candidates were
asked to say their words out loud.
Early in the audition Dorfman
had participants pair up for a "see
how many different body surfaces
you can connect with" exercise.
Then they were asked to do a
"silly human trick. " One man lift
ed his shirt and undulated his
belly, like a belly dancer. An
African-American woman with
graying hair performed a scathing
impromptu monologue about the
dangerous power of Madison
Avenue. One group did tumbling
tricks from an acrobatics routine.
"We were looking for interest
ing combinations of talent and
personality, not necessarily in the
same person ," said Lisa Race, a
member of Dorfman's company.
During the performance , 24
athletes ranging in age from 12 to
40 charged down the theater
aisles and leapt onto the stage.
Some parts of the dance required
athletic prowess while others
required trust, such as when one
member of the group started

falling and the others rushed to
catch her; another toppled and
they rushed to catch him. Next,
they got to one dancer a little late
and he fell- splat - on the stage .
At another point the dancers
rushed to the microphone and, like
at the beginning of a football
game, announced their name,
sports experience, and "their"
three words in a stage whisper.
This combination of bold athlet
ic movements with humor and
intimacy makes Dorfman's work
more accessible to the general pub
lic, he says. It also has garnered
praise from the critics. The New
York Times, for example, applaud
ed the "physical daring" and "quiet
emotional resonance" of his chore
ography. Recipient of numerous
awards, including three consecu
tive National Endowment for the
Arts Fellowships and the first Paul
Taylor Fellowship from The Yard ,
Dorfman is widely recognized as a
rising star in contemporary dance
circles.

A

lthough he has his own well
established dance company
now, it took Dorfman a while
to find his way to the dance studio.
Coming from "a very successful
sports career in high school,"
Dorfman started out on the Bears
baseball team but didn't play much.
Although he enjoyed the cama
raderie of the team, he left during
his first year. Despite a long-stand
ing curiosity about theater, he
headed to the business schoo!.
"I guess I just got nervous. I
needed to go do something I could
quantify," he says. "Of course now
I thrive on things that aren't
quantifiable ."
Ironically, Dorfman's main
artistic outlet during his business
school days was disco dancing.
And, unlike most people, Dorfman
has fond memories of the disco era.
"My friend Rudy'Nickens and I
would go dancing; it was the way I
socialized. I was generally pretty
shy, but dance helped me meet

people. It was the outlet I had for
artistic expression . Call it sleazy,
but without disco I don't know if
I'd be dancing now! "
While studying at the
University of Illinois his junior
year, Dorfman took his first dance
class and loved it. Upon returning
to Washington University for his
senior year, he continued to take
dance . He says his most memo
rable college experience came that
year when he performed in his
first student dance concert. "That
was the one thing that truly excit
ed me that year," he says.
"David latched onto dance with
such intensity that you really
noticed him in class," says Mary
Jean Cowell, associate professor of
performing arts. "He certainly had
a wonderful aptitude for move
ment and a stage presence, even
as a beginner."
Dorfman stayed in St. Louis
for two more years, working at
Famous-Barr and Saks Fifth
Avenue but mostly taking dance
classes . He learned from numer
ous dance teachers at Washington
University, not only how to dance,
but a lso how to teach and how to
inspire and lead others. This
made coming back to campus for
the production even more reward 
ing, he says.
"Washington University was a
wonderful place," Dorfman says.
"The dance teachers were always so
supporti ve of me. They were the
ones who got me thinking that I
could possibly dance professionally,
so it was a very emotional experi
ence to come back to campus. After
all, it's been 21 years since my par
ents first dropped me off for fresh
man year with tears in their eyes.
And it is an incredible honor to
come back as a teacher, especially
after having been so influenced by
my teachers while I was here." Debby Aronson is a senior news
writer in the Office of University
Communications.
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Together again: Friends since high school, Ellen Jane Freund Schwartz (left), A.B. '34, and Gertrude Landesman
Rosen blum, A.B. '34, M.S. W. '42, look at a photo of their 1930 Solda n Hig h Sch ool Roundtable Literary Society, taken just
before their first year at Washington.

WasnJt

that a
Time!
~
REUNION WEEKEND
brings classmates
back "home"
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Dear Alma Mater,
Thy name is sweet to me...
All was fair on that 133rd Com
mencement morning as the Uni
versity added more than 2,400
new voices to its cheerful chorus
of alumni. As faculty, friends, and
family looked on, the brand-new
graduates may have been imagin
ing the many miles they would
travel before their own nostalgic
return to Washington . Of course,
the alumni reunion classes on
campus that day had logged
many miles-and many mile
stones-and perhaps they were
secretly slipping back to a time
when they proudly wore caps and
gowns. Whether looking forward
or back, all held one view in com
mon: Our hearts are all for thee,
Fair Wa shington.
Thy halls shall h onored be
Through out this great country...

The presence of se veral n a tion
all y notable figures brought honor
to the halls of Washington during
Commencement. The University
awarded six honorary degrees,
including an honorary doctor of
humanities degree to U.S. Sen.
Bill Bradley, D-New Jersey, who
also presented the Commence
ment address. In his talk, titled
"America's Changing World: New
Economy, New Diversity, New
Challenges," Bradley encouraged
the graduates to "think, see, and
feel." He said, "The openness of
your minds is a strength for this
nation , and it will help unlock the
door to a better American future."
Washington also awarded a
doctor of letters degree to Rita F.
Dove, a Pulitzer Prize winner and
Poet Laureate of the United
States; a doctor of science degree
to Richard E. Leakey, renowned
paleoanthropologist and African
wildlife conservationist; a doctor

Back from the
future: Far left, a sign
of the times.
Brief Encounters:
Members at the Law
School Class of 1984
gather at Whittemore
Hou se.
We made it! Below,
graduates get ready for
the real world at Com
mencement in Brook
ings Quadrangle.

of humane letters degree to Jane
Loevinger, a Washington Univer
sity professor emerita and an
internationally recognized author
ity on psychological measurement;
a doctor of laws degree to I.E. Mill
stone, B.S. '27, an engineer, con
struction company founder, phil
anthropist, and civic leader; and a
doctor of science degree to Ernst L.
Wynder, a pioneer in the field of
preventive medicine who was the
first researcher to demonstrate a
link between smoking and lung
cancer.
Those honored now join the his
toric ranks of previously recog
nized luminaries. For all eternity,
Our Washington.

Tho se days of youth which
All of us spent with thee
Form a dear history. ..
Alumni of all ages returned to
campus for Reunion Weekend and

brought to life the glory days of
years gone by-times of great
dreams, hopeful hearts, and
long-held promises for the
future. Awash in memories , per
haps they could sense how over
the years fragile youth is traded
for the wisdom 'Of age. It is hoped
that, having come so far and
having done so much, they came
away from the weekend feeling

fortunate in their accomplish
ments, content in their experi
ences, and proud of their alma
mater, Fair Washington.

Could they renewed be,
We'd live our days with thee,
For all eternity,
Our Washington.

•
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Golden memories: Right,
Catherine Paust Moore,
B.S. '44, J ean Schrieber
Grebel, AB. '44, and
Men'ilee UnderhiLL, AB.
'44, at the 50th Reunion of
the Class of 1944 at the
Alumni House.
Picture Perfect: Below,
left, Patricia Dubose
Duncan, B.FA. '54, and
Herbert E. Duncan, J,:,
AB. '54, pose for a
reunion photo.
Great to be back: Below,
right, Wa shingtonians
Rick and Sue Meyer pause
to pose during reunion fes
tivities.
I know you! Bottom, Allan
Brenneche, B.S. '4.9, Betsy
Blachwell, and Dale
Blachwell, B.S. '49, get
reacquainted during the
45th Reunion of the Class
of 1949 at the Athletic
Complex.
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Picnic in the park:
Top, members of Wash
ington Uniuersity's Black
Alumni Association at
the Association's 12th
annual picnic in Forest
Park.
Centenarian Celebra
tion: Aboue, three of
Washington's oldest
liuing alumni were

graciously acknowledged
by their younger class
mates at the Chancellor's
Luncheon for Senior
Alumni. From left, 100
year-old William C. Berry,
B.S.Ch.E. '16, 101-year
old Maria Bain White,
AB. '16, and 100-year-old
Elmyra Sewing Johaning,
AB. '15.

The next generation: Top,
right, a Washington
wannabe.
Cheek to cheek: Aboue,
Mittie Jane Schmidt, AB.
'44, and Arthur Schmidt,
B.S. '42, dance the night
away during the 50th
Reunion festiuities.

Commencement and reunion photography by
Joe Angetes. David Ki tper. Doug Miner. Bill
Stover. Herb Weitman . Marilyn Zimmerman
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Receiving the Disti nguished
Alumni Award were:

Alums-to-be in trial balloon: Arts and Sciences seniors Kristy Jones
and Jen Regan (left and right in balloon basket) helped launch their
Senior Class Gift Drive last spring by going up, up, and away in a balloon
ride donated by David Rapp, J.D. '66, LL.M. '70 (far lefO, owner of
Spectrum Balloons.

Schools Honor
Outstanding Alumni
School ofArchitecture
The School of Architecture honored
five alumni at its first award s dinner.
held on June 24 at the Columbi a
Theater in St. Lo uis , home of Frank
Schwaiger, B.S.A.S. '62.

Receiving the Distinguished
Alumni Award were:
Doris Andrews Danna, B.Arch.
'52, the first female presid en t of the
St. Loui s Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects (A lA ).
George Hellmuth, FAIA, B.Arch.
'28, M.Arch. '31, foundin g principal
of Hellmuth , Obata & Kassa baum,
Inc., one of the largest architectural
firms in the world. He pionee red the
concept of the tea m approach in archi
tec ture .
Robert Kahn, A.B. '77, c ritic of
design at Yale Univers ity, founder of
Robert Kahn and Associates,
Architects, in 1986, and au tho r of arti
cles for The Nf'w York Tim es and
numerou s arc hit ecture publications.
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James F. O'Gorman, B.Arch. '56,
the Grace Slack McN eil Chair in the
History of American A rt at WelJesley
College and a visiting professor of the
hi s tory of architecture at the Massac hu
esetts Institute of Tec hno logy. He has
been active with the Society of Archi
tectural Historians, servi ng as president ,
secretary. and journal ed itor.

The Dean's Medal for Service was
presented to:
Jamie Cannon, B.Arch. '60,
founde r and president of Jamie Cannon
Associates, Inc. , and c urrent pres ident
o f the St. Louis Chapter of the AlA. He
has long been an ac tive su pporter of the
School and present ly se rves on the
Architecture Na tional Council and as a
member of the Alumni and Parents
Admission Program.

John M. Olin School ofBusiness
The John M. Olin School of Business
honored four di stingu ished alumni and
the recipient of the 1994 Dea n's Meda l
during its April 2 1 awa rd s dinner at The
Rit z-Carlton St. Loui s.

James H. Hance, Jr., M.B.A. '68,
vice chairm an and chief financi al office r
of NationsBa nk Corp., the third largest
bank holding company in the cou ntry.
Robin E. Hernreich, A.B. '67,
M.B.A. '67, entre preneur and a
founder-member of the Bill Clinton for
President Nati ona l Finance Comm ittee.
He was a 1992 Brookings Aw ard
w inner.
E. Desmond Lee, B.S.B.A. ' 40,
fo under and former c hairman of
Lee/Rowan Co., which became the
world's largest manufacturer of metal
closet and orga nizational produc ts under
his leadership .
Cecil Ursprung, M.B.A. '68, presi
dent and c hief exec utive officer of
ReAexite Corp. In 1992, 1nC". Magazine
named as Entrepreneurs of the Year
Ursprung and aJJ of ReAexite's
employee/owners.
Alvin J. Siteman, board chai rman of
Mark Twa in Bancshares, Inc., and presi
dent of the Siteman Organization , Inc. ,
received the 1994 Dean 's Medal.
awarded to special friend s whose dedi
cation and service to the Olin School
have been exceptional.

The School ofEngineering and
Applied Science
The School of Engineering and Applied
Science honored six disting ui shed
alumni at its 20th annu al awa rds dinner,
held on April 14 at the Mi ssouri Botani 
ca l Garde n.

R eceiving Alumni Achievement
Awards were:
Myron Dmytryszyn, B.S. Ch.E.
'47, M.S . '49, D. Sc. '57, retired gen
eral manager of the researc h and devel
opment divi sion of Mon san to Industrial
Chemical s Company.
Lee Harrison III , B.F.A. '52,
B.S.M.E. '59, founder of Computer
Image Corporation in Denver, which
pioneered computer animation for tele
vision, education, and industry.
Charles A. Lebens, B.S.Ch.E. '57,
principa l/ founder and c hair of Bridge
In forma tion Systems. Inc. , and Bridge
Trading Company, rea l-time a nd hi stori
cal fin anc ia l informati o n finns.

Henry G. Schwartz, Jr., B.S.C.E.

'61, M.S. '62, president of Sverdrup
CiviL Inc., and well-known for his
accomplishments in environmental
engineering and his involvement in
engineering education.

The Young Alumni Award recipi
ent was:
Arnold W. Donald, B.S.M.E. '77,
group vice president and general man
age r of the Americas Division of the
Monsanto Company Agricultural
Group, serving the U.S., Canada, and
Latin America.

The 1994 Dean's Award recipient
was:
William K.Y. Tao, M.S. '50, an
internationally known leader in engi
neering sys tem s design and founder of
William Tao & Associates, engineering
consultants. He has made many contri
bution s to the Univers ity and is credited
with the idea that led to the now Uni
versity-wide annual named sc holarship
program , which began in the School of
Engineering in 1974.

School ofLaw
The School of Law presented its Distin
guished Law Alumni Awards at the
School's annual dinner, held on May 20
at The Ritz-Carlton St. Louis.

Awards were conferred upon:
The Honorable Jean C. Hamilton,
J.D. '71, U.S. District Judge, Eastern
District of Missouri , the first woman

U.S. Di stric t Judge in Mi ssouri .
Ned O. Lemkemeier, J.D. '62, a
partner, member of the executive com
mittee, and co-chair of the employment
and labor relation s department at Bryan
Cave, St. Loui s' largest law firm.
Eric P. Newman, J.D. '35, president
and director of the Harry Edi son Foun
dation, director of the Edi son Brothers
Stores Foundation, and an internation
ally known expert on American numis
matics.
Louis B. Susman, J.D. '62, a man
aging director of Salomon Brothers Inc. ,
in charge of Midwest investment bank
ing headquartered in Chicago.

School ofMedicine
The Washington Univers ity Medical
Center Alumni Association held its
annual awards dinner at The Ritz-Carl
ton St. Loui s on May 14.

Receiving AlUlnni Achieveme nt
Awards were:
Samuel P. Bessman, M.D. '44, pro
fessor emeritus of pharmacology, nutri
tion , and pediatrics at the University of
Southern California School of Medi
cme.
A. Martin Lerner, A.B. '50, M.D.
'54, clinical professor of internal medi
cine at Wayne State University, Detroit,
Michigan.
Raymond G. Schultze, A.B. '55,
M.D. '59, director of the UCLA Med
ical Center and professor of medicine at
the UCLA School of Medicine .

Liberman Receives Search Award
Lee M. Liberman, M.L.A. '94, was presented with the
prestigiou s William Greenleaf Eliot Society award at the
soc iety 's annual banquet on April 30, held at The Ritz
Carlton St. Louis. He is chairman emeritus of the board
of Laclede Gas Company and past chair and current vice
chair of the Washington University Board of Tru stees.
He received the honor for his "special dedication to the
wise management of the University'S resources and hi s
earnest advocacy of the University'S important role in the life of the community."
Liberman received the s ilver sc ulpture, titled 'The Search," which represents
the "Unive rs ity 'S endless quest for truth and knowledge" from.John K. Wallace,
Jr., M.B.A. '62, pres ident of the Eliot Society. The award sculpture was created
by Heikki Seppa, professor emeritus of art.
Liberman has been an active civic leader in many business, charitable, and
cultural activities.

Alumni / Faculty Award recipients
were:
Robert C. Drews, A.B. '52, M.D.
'55, professor of clinical ophthalmology
at the School of Medicine and a private
practitioner.
Benjamin Milder, M.D. '39, profes
sor of clinical ophthalmology and
nationally recognized authority on
optics and refraction.
Stuart Weiss, A.B. '50, M.D. '54,
professor of clinical neurology at the
School of Medicine and a private practi
tioner.

Receiving the Distinguished Ser
vice Award were:
Paul E. Lacy, Robert L. Kroc Pro
fessor of Pathology at the School of
Medicine and former Mallinckrodt Pro
fessor and chair of the department of
pathology and pathologist-in-chief at
Barnes and aJ[ied hospitals and St.
Louis Children's Hospital.
Oliver H. Lowry, Ph.D., M.D., Dis
tinguished Professor Emeritus of Mole
cular Biology and Pharmacology at the
School of Medicine. He has been
devoted to the School and has served in
a variety of roles since 1947.

George Warren Brown School of
Social Work
The School of Social Work Alumni
Association presented its 1994
Distinguished Alumni Awards at a
banquet honoring them at the
University Club in St. Louis on
May 20.

Recipients were:
Candyce Berger, A.B. '72, M.S.W.
'73, director of soc ial work at the Uni
versity of Michigan Medical Center and
associate professor/assistant dean, Uni
versity of Michigan School of Social
Work , whose academic and practice
experience has focused on the field of
health care.
Evelyn Perlstein, M.S.W. '50, asso
ciate professor emerita at the George
Wa rren Brown School of Social Work,
who has been in private clinical practice
since 1970. She designed, developed,
and implemented the School's family
therapy specialization.
•
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CLASSMATES
•
1950s
Jim Lester, LA 51, had a book .
Too l\!Ian'eloliSfor Words.

publi shed this year by Oxford
Universi ty Press. The book is the
first biograph y of lege ndary jazz
piani st AI1 Tatum. who died in
1956.
Dale P. Brautigam, EN 53,
rece ived the American Foundry
men's Society Award of Scientific
Melit for hi s professional cOlltri
buti ons to the foundry industry in
the des ign of equ ipment and facili
ti es, development of maintenance
systems. ,lnd the advancemen t of
p'rofess ionali slll in plant eng ineer
ing and maintenance. He is a reg
istered professional e nginec r in the
st<tte of Michi gan.
Alan E. Goldberg, AR 54,
served as a design juror on the
Build ing Stone Inst itute's 1994
Awards Program to honor archi
tec tural firms whose excellence in
concept and des ign inco rporating
the use of stone have contributed
signi(i cantl y to Ameri can architec
ture.
Joseph R. Davidson, LW 58.
is a fellow of th e American Col
lege of Trial Lawyers . He is a
partner in tile Arm of Bernard and
Da vidso n in Granite City. Illinois.

1960s
Eugene J . Ma<:key III, AR 60,
AR 62, presiden t of Macke y
Mitchell. serves on the board or
the SI. Louis Merca ntile Library.
and he also chair., the International
Affairs Commi ttee of the Chancel
lor 's Council at the University of
Mi ssouri-SI. Loui s.
Barrett W. Taussig, BU 62,
was named a sen iol" vice president
,md chief operating officer of
Harsco Corporation. a dive rsilied
industrial manufacturing and ser
vice company. He also serves on
the company's five-person senior
mana gement committee .
De~nis A. Cassani, AR 63,
was named a principal of Hcnder
so n GI"OUp. Inc.. a SI. Louis-based
architecture. planning. and interior
des ign fi rm.
Joel A. Snow, GR 63, GR 67,
is direc tor of the Institu te for
Phys ical Research and Technology
at Iowa State University.
Shirley (Coo per) Cleary, FA
64, was feat ured alo ng wit h three
other arti sts in an arti;;le on aJ1ists
who paint fl y-fishing subj ects in
the summer iss ue of Informa/'l
ma gazlIle.
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Thomas Ebenhoh, FA 65, had
twO aCJy lic paintings accep ted
and won an honorable mention
for one in the Sl. Louis Artists'
Guild "Rivers of Color" painting
ex hibition. He also had two pho
tographs accep ted in the Guild 's
" An Sl. Louis '94" photogra phy
show.
James A. Brooks, UC 66, IVClS
appo inted vice president of sales
and marketing of Staodyn , Inc. , a
Icading developer and manufac
turer of electrornedica l treatment
deviccs and accessories .
Walter E. Masse)" GR 66,
was elected to the board of direc
tors 01' The Commonwealth
Fund. a 75 -year-old na ti onal phi l
anthropic organization dedicated
to improving the hea lth and pro
du cti vi ty of Amcricans and assist
ing th ose groups with serious and
neglected problems. He is provos t
and sen ior vice president for aca
demic affairs for the Un ive rsit y of
California.
E llen R. Nad ler, LA 66, was
selected as "Teacher of the Week"
by the loca l ABC telev ision sta
ti on in Indianapoli s. Each week
the program honors one teac her
from central Indiana. She teaches
third and sixth grade at th e
Hcbrew Academy of Indi an 
apolis. She is married to Harry
Nad le,', LA 66, SW 69, and is
the mother of 23-year-old Jon.
2 1-year-old Ben. and 15-yem-old
Tama r.
Andre-Berna rd Chesnoy, SI
67, completed hi s assignment
with STATO IL in Norway and is
now back in Paris. He invitcs an y
alumni coming throu gh Pari s to
conlUct him for " leisure or busi
ness.
Sa ll y Roy Lubeck, LA 67, GR
69, is a professor 01' educati on at
the Univers ity of Mi chi gan. Her
new book. Children and Families
"(II Promise" : Decol1.1'lf'lI cling Ih e
Discof(f'se or Risk. co-edited with

Professor B"eth Swadener, wiII bc
pub li shed th is ye ar. An earlier
book rec eived Choice /vlagu:in e's
19R7 outstandin g academic book
awa rd.
Florentino Dias, GR 68, is
music director o r th e Rio de
Janeiro Philharmonic Orchestra
in Brazil.
Juan Antonio Brando
Pradilla, LA 69, GA 71, rcce ived
a SPURS Fell ows hip at the MIT
Schoo l of Archi tec ture and Plan
ning. He I'ounded Urbana Archi
tec ts/Planne rs. an integrated
des ign Arm spec iali zing in urban

design anel aJ'ch itecture in Bogota ,
Colombia. He is married to Tiea
Laserna; they have three daugh
ters. He is interested in knowing
if there are other Washington U~
graduates living in Colombia .

emic year. He has been with the
Acaci emies ror 22 years.
Deb Fisher Dalton, LA 73, is
living in Baltimore. Maryland.
and is work in g on featurc films
and e pisodic TV (such as Major

1970s

Leag lle 11. Serial MOI11. Guarding
Tess, and Homicide) doing

Joel B. Goldsteen, GA 70, has
wri tte n two new books : DOllger
A ll Aroul/d: Waste SlOrage Crisis
0 1'1 Ihe Texas lind Louisiona Glllf
Coasl. published by Univcrsit y of
Tex as Press. and DesiRlling
America: Creoling Ur/Jan Idcm 
lily, published by Van NostJ'<tnd

Reinhold and co-authored by
Cec il D. Elliott. Goldstee n i, pro
fessor of city and regional plan
ning at the Universit y of Tex as at
Arlington.
Ca'rol R. Lacey, FA 70, is a
membe r of the Society of Animal
Arti sts, and has had her work
show n in Gallery Ameri ca na in
Cannel. Californi a; Art world in
San Diego; and Weem\ in Albu
querque, New Mex ico. She i1lus
u'ateel the chi ldren's book Bear in
Ihe Mooll. by Joan Ryder. Wim er
While. printed by Greystone
Press. will be pubi ,; hed in 1995.
James A. Brooks, Jr., GR 71,
is a critically acclaimed mus ic
director, hav ing performed at the
Vigado in Bud<tpe';( and the COIl
cel1gebouw in Amsterel"J11. Fol
lowing that he completed a tOur
of the former Soviet Union under
th e auspices of Gosconcel1.
Gary Nichols, FA 71, is
employed by Osbom and Ba ll'
Comm unications in Clayton.
Misso ul1 . as group creal ive direc
to r. wo rking on their John Deere
account. He is also active in the
managenlent of a family farm in
central Illinois. He has four chil
dren : 19-year-old Eric . 17-year
old Barclay. J3-year-old Lesley.
and 6-yea r- old Kat y.
Lori Beth (Margo lin) Caress,
LA 72, formerl y of Los An geles.
married Stan Caress Septembcr 5,
1992. and moved to Atlanta ,
Georgia. Her hu sband teaches
po litical science at Wes t Geo rgia
College in Carroll ton, Geo rgia.
Lori is an early childhood ed uca
tor teaching at a synagogue pre
school in Atlanta. She rti so has a
co llect ion of poems published in
an Atlanta IiteralY journal . and
she recites her work at local
poetry reaciings.
Fred Haase, GR 72, was
named chair of The Culver Acad
e mies Language Depa rtm ent
beginning with the 1994-95 acad

costuming and props. She has
twochi ldren : ll -ye ar-ol d Amanda
and 8-year-old Ni cholas.
Bryant J. Dorsch, GR 73, was
appointed a vice pres ident or
B<tnk Leu in Zurich in Janua ry.
Carole Haber, LA 73, co-'
authored Old Age ond Ihe Search
hr SecurilY' All American Social
His(()f'\' with Blian Gratton . The

book was published in 1994 by
Indiana University Press. She is
professor of history at the Univer
sity of No rth Carolina in
Charlotte.
Albert M . Hammerman, LA
73, MD 76, joined th e medical
staff at SI. Eli zabeth Med ical
Center in Granite City. Illinois.
Ri<:hard B. Teitelman, LW
73, is one of 10 rec ipients of the
1994 "Good Gu ys" "wards spon
sored by th e Metropolitan SI.
Louis Women 's Political Caucus.
He is exec utive director and gen
eral co unse l 01" Legal Servi ce'S of
Eastern Mi ssouri.
Mark Kaufman, LA 75, SW
77, LW 79, married Debra
Kinner April 16, 1994. He is
director of the Persian Gulf Fam
ily Support Program at the VA .
Medical Center in Topeka.
Kansas.
James Langenfeld, GR 75,
GR 83, has joined th e Chicago
based law and economics co nsult
ing firm of Le xecon, Inc.. as a
v ice president.
Dennis K. Brown, LA 76, and
wife Debbie became first-time
parents on Nove mber 24 , J993.
with thc biJ1h of their son .
Conno r. Dennis is the assistant
director of public relations at th e
Uni ve rsity of Notre Dame.
Thomas P. CraddOCk, UC 76,
was elected 1994 pres ident of the
St. Louis Chapter of the Apprai sa l
Institute . which promotes compe
tent and reliable real esta te
apprais al services to th e prope rt y
owning public.
John P. Col vis, UC 77, was
selected for inclusion in the Mar
qui s 1994-95 edi tion of Who 's
Who in Science and Ellgineering

for hi s work in quantum mathe
matics ancl his foundational work
in th e unification ot' re lati visti c
and quantum mec hnanical pheno
mena. He is employed ilS an aero

space engineer with the Manin
Mariella AstronaUlics Group
Launch Systems Company in
Denver, Colorado,
James B. Thompson, GF 77,
was awarded the Graves Award
from Pomona College for a sum
mer travel study of medieval an
and architecture in Great Britain.
Ron Himes, UC 78, producing
direclOr and I'ounder of the Sr.
Louis Black Repenory Theatre,
received the Missouri Ans Award
from Missouri Gov. Mel Carnahan
in a ceremony in Jefferson City,
Missouri.
James A. Kilberg, BU 78, has
moved 10 Yardley, Pennsylvania,
with his wife Lori Eisenberg, LA
77, and their three children: 9
year-olds Tom and Jon and 7
year-old Katie. Jim now works for
PepsiCo running Pizza Hut real
estate in the Northeast, and Lori is
practicing law in affiliation with
the Atlanta, Georgia, finn of Alti
mar, Klitzer, and Levick.
James A. Stumbaugh, EN 78,
was promoted to operations man
ager for Bechtel Power Corpora
tion at the Doswell Combined
Cycle facility, the largest indepen
dent power producer station in the
United States.
Richard Davison, Jr., GF 79,
had his mixed media architectural
fabrications displayed at the North
Harris College Gallery in How,
lOn, Texas, in February.
Carol Rusche, LA 79, won the
Samuel H. Kress Foundation pre
doctoral fellowship at the Ameri
can Academy in Rome to finish
her dissenation for her doctoral
degree at MIT. She is married to
Paul Bentel, a professor in
Columbia University's preserva
tion department. She has twins,
Michela and Nikolas, born in
November 1993; they join 20
month-old Lukas.
David C. Weiss, LA 79, was
named a partner in the law finn
Duane Morris and Heckscher.

1980s
Lisa Cohen, LA 80, married
Malcolm Doig in 1990; they have
two children. Lisa runs her own
business in Aberdeen, Scotland,
organizing environmental training
for the oil industry.
Daniel P. Ford, BU 80, was
promoted to president of
Trammell Crow Residential Ser
vices-Southeast. He is responsible
for all multi-family operations in
the region.

Taking It to the Streets
obert Deisher, MD 44, envisions a
different world- a world where no
children have to live on the streets.
Although this world remains just a dream,
Deisher has made the lives of many of
Seattle's street youth a little less grim.
As director of three evening clinics that
provide free, easily accessible healthcare
to this special population, he has come to
know some of these kids and the realities
of their lives. During his career, this 73
year-old professor emerirus of pediatrics at
the University of Washington gradually
began concentrating on adolescents. In
fact, he founded that medical school's
Division of Adolescent Medicine.
Through this work, he became ever more
interested in youth at risk-particularly
street kids. Now he runs these clinics on
his own time, without any budget, but with
lots of compassion.
"Most street youth have been abused
physically and sexually," Deisher says.
"Although they usually run away, it's
often by mutual consent because the par
ents don't care or have actually kicked
them out."
After being victimized within the fam
ily, they are then exploited on the streets.
"When you're on the street, you have no
adults providing any sort of supervision
or help. You're really on your own. You
live in a squat [an abandoned building]
with other street kids; although there's no
heat, no water, and no light, at least you
can stay dry. You have maybe a third
grade education. You have no money.
That's why prostitution is so common; it's
probably the easiest way to get money. Or
you may pick parking meters. Or you may
panhandle. Or you may steal some things.
Just anything to survive. Street life is
rough."
Lntegral to the clinics is education on
such issues as birth control, safe sex, tak
ing care of babies, nutrition, and general
healthcare. The clinics, which Deisher
began operating in 1971, now serve about
100 adolescents each month,
Housed in buildings that provide ser
vice to the low-income elderly and the
adult homeless during the day, space is
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Robert Deisher
made available to the evening clinics at
no charge. House staff, fellows, and med
ical students associated with the
University of Washington School of
Medicine volunteer at the clinics.
Deisher has created special pathways
throughout his career. After graduating
from Washington University, he trained
at City Hospital and Children's Hospital
in St. Louis. In 1949, he began teaching
pediatrics at the University of Washing
ton. While at that university, Deisher
established one of the first well-child
clinics in the United States, developed
a system of comprehensive care for men
tally retarded children, and established
the first program for evaluation and treat
ment of juvenile sex offenders in the
United States.
The University of Washington
awarded Deisher its Outstanding Public
Service Award in 1992.
"I'm basically a pediatrician," Deisher
says. "1 just got interested in working
with groups other than the regular hospi
talized children. I'd rather work with
street kids than just run-of-the-mill ado
lescents. They are a very needy group." •

- Debora Burgess
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CLAS S MATES
Linda S. Maier, LA 80, was
appointed assi stant professor of
Spanish at the Universit y of
Alabama in Huntsville in fall
1993.
Susan Jenkins Nelson, EN 80,
and husband Neil have a daugh
ter. Glenna Hazel, born Janu~ry
22, 1994: joins 4-year-old Jacob:
residents of Boulder, Colorado.
Phillip D. Robinson, HA 80,
is the new direc tor of Ochsner
Foundation Hospital in New
Orleans.
Eleanor Simon, LA 80, GB
82, and husband Patrick O'Neali
have a daught er, Abigail
Maureen. born November 4.
1993: residents of Baltimore,
Maryland.
Saul Watzman, BU 80, has
relocated 10 th e Atlanta area with
his wife Kyle and three children :
8-year-old Bethany. 7-year-old
Sam. and 2-year-o ld Talie. Saul is
a product deve lopment manager
for MCI Communications.
Jill Ferguson Wilkis, LA 80,
and hu sband Dale have a son .
Daniel John, born JanualY 12.
1994: residents of St. Louis. Jill is
an associate actuary for W. Alfred
Hayes and Comp,my in St. Louis.
Leslie Sanders Frank, LA 81,
reports that she is "alive and well
and living in Dallas." She and her
husband Mitchell have a daugh
ter. Grace . born in Septembel·
1993; joins 5-year-o ld James and
3-year-old Andrew. Leslie says
she has taken a leave of abse nce
from arc hiteclUre for a whil e.
Melvin L. Hagge, EN 81,
received his master's degree in
engineeri.ng from th e University
of Texas at Austin in August
1993. He is now ci es igning inte
grated circuits for Crysra l~Semi
conductor in Au stin .
Koren Ikeda, LA 81, DE 85,
and hu sband Ron Takata, DE 82,
have a so n. Casc Kenichi Paiea .
born Septe mber 24, 1993.
R. Mar'k McCareins, LW 81,
and wife Kathy have a son.
Matrhew Robert , born October 5,
1993. Mark is a capita l partner at
Winston and Strawn, ~nd he also
received Northwes tern Univer
sity's annual Alumnae Service
Award for 1994.
Sheryl Pressler, GB 81, was
named chief inv es tment officer of
the CaliFornia Pub lic Employees
Retirement Syste m.
Anthony J. Abbate, GA 82,
was elected president of the Fort
Lauderdal e Chapter of the Ameri
can In stitute of Architects for
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1994 and received AlA Florida 's
President 's Award for ex traordi
nary work in the afte rm at h of
Hun'icane Andrew. He married
Jaye Debra Lasine March 19.
1993 ; residents of Fort
Laud erdal e, Floricla.
Holly Akin, GB 82, is a mar
keting consultant at Prodigy On
Lin e Services . Her husband Brian
is a panner in a New YOI'k City
law fim1: they have ,1 two-year
old daughter. Ma ra.
Nathan Byers, EN 82, mo ved
to Seattl e. Washin gton . in 1988:
he married Page Lewis October 5.
1991: and he beca me a pal1ner in
the mec hanical eng in ee rin o con
sulting finn of Ed;ard S. Sider
and As soc iates in January 1992.
Arthur Greenberg, LA 82,
and wife Aida have a daughter.
Lila Suzanne. born March 7.
1994: res id ent s of Richmond.
Californi a. Proud grandpa rents
are Washin gton Unive rsity eco
nomics Professo r Ed Greenberg
and Joa n Greenbe rg of the biol~
ogy department. Arthur was pro
motcd to manager of the arts
manage ment consultin g finn
AMS Planning and Research and
has spent mllc~h of the last year
shurtling be lween projects in
Anchorage, Alaska, and Las
Vega s.
Stanley L. Librach, LA 82,
rec eived hi s D.D.S. from the Uni
versi ty of M.isso uri-Kansas City
and compl eted a general practice
residency at the Topeka VA.
Hospita l. He also received hi s
MD from the University of Mi s
souri-Columbi a, and is complet
ing his tl1lrd yeal' of genera l
surgery residency at Mt. Sinai
Hospital in Chicago. He has been
award ed a craniofacia l surgery
fellow ship C1I Kansas University
Medica l Center.
Erol Morey, LA 82,
completed a ma ster's degree in
geology [rom Texas A&M Uni
versi ty in 1984 and a master's
degree 111 systems engineering
From Virginia Tech in 1989. He is
enrolled in a Ph.D. program in
information technology at George
Mason Uni ve rsit y. He has been
wo rkin g full -ti me at the Defense
Mapping Age ncy in the Washing
ton . D.C.. area since 1985 and is a
senior eng in ee l· at the Defense
Mapping Agency Sy.'items Center
in Reston, Virginia. He and his
wife, Barbara:married in July
1987 and have a son, Jan. born
January 17 , 1994; res idents of
Arlington, Virginia . Erol says he

wou ld be happy to hear from any
classmates.
Denny Porter, LA 82, MD 89,
GM 89, and wife Sherri Udell
Porter, LA 81, have moved to
th e Wa shington. D.C. . area.
where Denny is doing a postdoc
toral research fel lows hip in genet
ics at the Nati onal Institutes of
Hea lth .
James T. Whittaker, EN 82,
is an elec tronics engineer at the
Naval Und ersea W~rfare Ce11ler
in Newport , Rhode Island. He
and hi S wife Noriko ha ve a sec
ond son, Thomas Takashi . born
February 28, 1993: residents of
North Kingstown. Rhode Island .
Karen L. Fink, LA 83,
received a grant from the Ameri
can Brain Tumor Assoc iation to
study gene therapy for human
brain ILlmors at th e University of
Texas Southwestern. where she is
a neuro-oncology fellow through
1996.
Suzanne Griffin, FA 83, and
Bert Natalicchio, EN 83, have a
son. Lu ke Cluistopher. born
October 9,1993: joins 3-year-old
Emelia Eli za beth. Bert is
manager of cracking/a lkylation/
chemicals for She " Oil. and
Suzanne is creative director for
KETC tele vi sion in St. Louis.
Amanda (Walpin) Leath, LA
83, and husband Thomas have a
son. Ju stin Thomas. born January
3 I . 1.984. Amanda is a manager
of human reso urces at American
Express.
Michael E. Mu"ins, LA 83,
marri ed Josie Healy of Toronto,
Canada. on March 19. 1994 . He
is completing hi s residency in
emergency medicine at Darnall
Arm y Community Hospilill in
Fort Hood. Tex as.
Amy (Feigen) Noren, LA 83,
and husband Richard Lowell
Noren, LA 83, MD 87, moved
fl·om Atlanta to th e Chicago area .
where Richard has joined the
an es thesio logy practice at
Luthe ran Genera l Hospi tal in
Park Ridge: he also specializes in
pain management. Thc y have two
children, .'i-yea r-old Zac hary and
3-year-old Re becca.
Lillian Dunmars Roland,
GR 83, has her boo].; Women in
RoiJhe-Cnll!?l. II Siudy in Th e
mOlics ond Dieg!?lics.-published
in Peter Long Publishing's Amer
ican Universit y Studies series.
She is a professor at Banneker
Honors College of Prairie View
University in Cypress. Texas.

Ronald Glazer, BU 84, mal
ri ed Diane Blumbers November
24, 1990, and they ha ve a daugh
ter, Eri ca Lindsey. born Novem
ber 29. 1992. He' received an
M.B.A. in 1992 from Case West
ern Rese rve Universit y. He is the
CFO and treasurer of Ira Thomas
Associates. the largest advertis
ing and public relations agency
in Youngstown. Ohio.
Daniel Jordan Klein, EN 84,
completed his MBA at the Lon
don Busin ess School and
accepted an appointment at the
Paris-based Intellectual Property
Consult ancy Bouju Derambure
Bugnion as a se nior intellectua l
pro~pert y consu ltant. He
prev ious ly practi ced la w in Ne w
York after completing hi s la w
degree at New York La w School.
~1argaret A. Mahony, MD
84, anci husband Michael E.
Rayn es have a daughter.
Elizabeth Cec ilia. born Februnry
12. 1993: .loins brother Stephen
Charl es; residents of San Jose,
California .
Gary Slavney, LA 84,
married Laura M. Fussell Octo
ber 30. 1993: reside nts of Mem
phi s, Tennessee,
Lester Y. Yuen, LA 84, was a
first award winne r or the African
Burial Grounds Memorial Com
pet iti on in New York. which was
exhibited at the Municipal Ans
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Society. He also is winner or the
Steedman Travel ing Fe ll owsh ip to
study contemporary ,lItists and
arch itec ts in Wes tern Europe.
Sarah NadelhofTer Antonio,
LW 85, and husband Doug have u
son , Zacha r'y Douglas, born
December II . 1993: res idents of
Chicago.
Lisa (Rosenberger) Balbes,
LA 85, and hu sband Ma rk
Balbes, LA 86, have a so n.
Alexa.nder James. born November
2. 1993: joins brot her Jack. born
May 3, .199 1: residents of Co lum 
bus, Ohi o.
Judith Balk, LA 85, and hus
band Andy hav e a so n, Jordan
Balk Schaer, born Septembel' 24,
1993: I'es idents of Pittsburgh,
Pennsy lvan ia.
Michael L. Bauccio, EN 85, is
ed itor of ASM Inte rnational's
Mewls Retelellee BcwA. third edi
tion. and also is editor of the ASM
Interna ti o nal Engineered Maren
als ReFerence Book. second
edi ti o n. which will be publ ished
late r in 1994. He also was
enrolled by the stat e o f \Vashin g
ton as an enginee r-in-trai nin Q.
Baucc io wa~ empl oyed in g;ve rn
ment and industry as a materials
a.nd chcmica.ls process cnginee r
for 14 yew·s. and he currentl y
work s as a project enginee r at the
Boe ing Defense and Space
Group. a di vision of the Boe ing
Company. He is marriec!to Patri
cia Bauce io of S1. Loui s; they
have a da ugh ter, Theresa. who is
co mpletrng- her freshma n year at
Seallie Uni ve rsit y.
Thomas C. Binzer, LA 85,
GR 85, is in hi s linal year o r resi
dency in ol th oped ic surgery in
Texas. He anc! his wife Tara ce le
brated th eir I- yea r anniversary
with th e birth of th eir daug ht er,
Larson Elizabeth. They lian to
ope n a practice together in ortho
pedic surgery and settle
permanently in Texas.
Margo Buehler, LA 85, mar
I'ied Charles Guelli June 19, 1993:
res icients of Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Margo wa\ promoted
to seni or account executive at
Media Relations, a firlll that
places people on talk shows.
J. Patrick Dufl'ev, LA 85,
grad uates from the Univer\ity of
Texas -Austin with a Ph.D. in His
panic Literature in August. after
which he will assume the tenul'e
track post of as\istant prothsor of
Span ish at Austi n College in
Shemlan, Texas.

Tapping Technology
f you've tapped out a tune on an e lec
tronic keyboarcllately, there's a c hance
that Katharine Ku's office had something
to do with it.
Ku, SI 73, is director of Stanford
University 'S Office of Technology
Licensing , which is responsible for market 
ing the technological inventions of Stanford
faculty to outside companies. One of these
inventions was a computer chip created in
th e music department and now used in
many Yamaha keyboards.
"We're always proud of the fact that one
of our biggest inventions came from the
music department," Ku says.
Ku , who supervises a staff of 20, deals
with inventions from many of Stanford's
departments, including biology, chemistry,
physics, engineering, and medicine. Her
involvement begins when a faculty member
or department approac hes the licensing office
with an idea that may have commercial value.
"At that point ," s he says, " we evaluate
the invention and come up with a licensing
strategy." Depe nding on the inventi on's
commercial value, Ku 's staff may seek a
patent for it. They also will decide how
widely to license its use.
Stanford is best known for its patent on
DNA cloning, a process that forms the cor
nerstone of modern biotechnology. " That ' 5
our biggest money-maker," Ku says, adding
that last yea r it brought in $20 million for
Stanford and the University of California
almost twice the income from all the ir other
inventions combined .
The cloning patent runs until 1997, after
which the university will no longer have
patent rights. "We're planning for the future
and trying to pi ck out the next big winner,"
Ku says . " We ' re al so preparing ourselves in
case the nex t bi g winner doesn't come to
fruition."
Ku didn 't initially plan to work in licens
ing . A chemical engineer, she received her
bachelor's degree from Cornell Universit y
and her master's from Washington, Her
mas ter's thesis focused on kidney prob
lem s, and after a few years ,with Monsa nto,
she moved to the University of Cal ifo rnia
Renal Center to work with kidney dialysis.
Then Stanford advertised for a patent engi-
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Katherine Ku
neer in its contracts and grants depart
ment. " I just happened to see the open
ing, and I was looking for a new chal
lenge," she says .
In that positi on, Ku helped inventors
describe their work, often to meet the
disclosure requirement s of thei r spon
sors . From there, she eventually moved
to the Technology Li censing office. Ku ,
who was assoc iate direc tor of technolo
gy licensing from 1984-90, has been in
her current position since 1991.
She sees her office as a liaison
bet ween faculty and indu stry. The most
common confli ct between the two, she
says, is that a company will sometimes
want to pay less than the university and
faculty feel an inve nti on is worth.
" It 's a difference in perspect ive," Ku
explains. " A compan y might feel it has
to put a lot of time into further develop
ing an invention, but we feel that with
out the invention, there wouldn ' t even
be a chance to make a product. "
BlIt working with multiple perspec
tives is one of the things Ku most
enjoys about her job. ''I'm a lways
working with different peop le-cl iffer
ent companies, different inventors, dif
ferent inventions. When you have an
invention, YOll ' re always dealing with
•
something new-by definition."
----.Ianni Lee 5iI1117('/; LA 89
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CLASSMATES
Steven Goldberg, LW 85, and
wife Carol Moon Goldberg,
LW 85, ha ve a daughter. Johanna
Le igh , born Ma y 10, 1993. Steve
was named partner of Downey,
Bnllld , Sey mour, and Roh we r
in Sacrament o, Ca lifornia, in
December 1993 . Steve is head
of the environmental law practice
group.
Steven P. Hea ley, EN 85, and
wife Julie ha ve a so n, Pearce
Charles , born Octobe r 10, 1993;
jo ins brother Robert Warren:
res idents of Dow ners Grove,
Illino is.
Cada Elaine Johnson
Anderson, LA 85, and husband

Roc hester ha ve a dau ghter (their
lirst child ), Breanna Elizabeth,
born August J2. 1993; residents
of Lithonia , Georgia .
Matthew McKnight, LA 85,
and wife Tamara have a daughter,
Kelly Connell , born September
23 , 1993; res idents of Evanston ,
Illinois.
Mitchell E. Nkhter, GB 85,
LW 85, was named a partner in
the firm of He ller Ehrman White
and McA uliffe.
Kevin Tollefson, LA 85, com
pleted a 6-lllonth assignment as a
consultant on billing systems in
Mex ico City, Mexico, fo r South
westem Bell.

Only 21 Twice:
"T & TNC & s..0"
(TU esday CLnd
Thursday Night
Club and Sal ur
days ... Occasion
ally) was Ihe
name three former
Washington University students gave to their informal
"meetings" at a neighborhood pub more than 20 years
ago. And exactly 21 years ago this past April, Stuart
Watkin s, James Gault, and Alan Gree nwald met at the
pub, Blueberry Hill, to celebrate Watkin s' birthday. It
was at that meeting that they made a promise: Th ey
would meet there again, 21 years down the road, to see
how they were getting on with their lives. Th ey hept
their promise, and they met on April 20 at the
University City eatery. Pictu red, from left, are Stuart
Watkins, LA 74, James Gault, BU 74, and Alan
Greenwald, LA 74,
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Abdulrahman AI-Falaij, GR
86, recei ved a Ph .D. in deve lop
mental psychol ogy rrom the Uni
ve r~il Y of Pittsburgh in 19lJ I and
married Carrie Scllwarren, an ana
lyst with the Detense Tec hni ca l
Informatio n Center.
Adam Bowen, BU 86, and
wife Anne have a daughte r, Isabe l
Bridget , born March 5, 1994;
joins brother Ian: residents or Sa n
Carlos, Cal ifomia.
Lindsay Eagle, BU 86,
married Jeremiah GaUa y June
20, 1993; residents of Berkeley,
Califomia, wilh their cat, Bodhi.
Jereilliah is a sculptor studying at
the University of California at
Berkeley; Lindsay works in pro
motions at BASSn'icketmaster
and also has a free-lance calligra
phy/greeting card design business.
"I hope to have Illy black belt in
tae kwon cia in, oh, nve years"!"
she adds.
Jeffrey Foreman, UV 86, was
elected a'shareholder in the litiga
tion lirm Kenny, Nachwalter, S'ey
mour, Arnold, and Critchlow in
Miami.
Tom Gerth, BU 86, and wife
Susan have a daughter. Christina
Elizabeth, born February 10,
1994: joins brother Tomm y, Jr. ,
who has been selected poste r child
for the East Tennessee Shriners.
Kurt Hunter, EN 86, married
Kath y Nelson October 30. 1993;
re sidents of SI. Louis Park , Min
nesota.
Amy Ivey Varble, GR 86, and
husband Doug las Lee Varble have
a son, Curtis Lee. bom Nove mber
24, 1993: residents of SI. Louis.
Mary Clair (Bishop)
Wissman, LA 86, and Barry
Wissman, LA 86, ha ve a son
(thei r lirst child ), John Russe ll .
born January 28, 1994; re siden ts
of Ann Arbor. Michigan.
Laura R, Barton, LA 87,
graduated from Duke University
in May with a master's degree in
public policy. Her thesis was on
ru ra l development in Nor1h Car
olina. She also wrote, produced,
anel directed her first documentary
on the Lumbee Inelians and their
struoo-Ie for federal recoanition.
J~~na Hecker Clark~ LA 87,
and husband David have a daul!h
tel'. Olivia McKenzie. born Ma7ch
6, IlJ94; residents or Albany, Cali
fornia. Janna" business. "Pen to
Paper," provides ecliting services
to book publishers.
Gregory Heppner, AR 87,
married Kathleen Duggan June

27 , 1991. He is wo rl\in g at Ta ylor
and Partners in Boston ,
Massachusetts.
Daniel E. Laeupple, LA 87,
rece ived his M.D. in 1992 from
GeorQ.etow n Med ica l School. He
is in re.s idency program in child
and ad o lesce nt psychiatry. J.-ie
marTied Kim Kram er June 6,
IlJ92; resid ents of Geo rgia.
Valerie McDavid, DE 87, was
pWl110led 10 Lieut enant Comman
der in th e U.S. Nava l Denta l
Corps. She al so was awarded fe l
lowship status by the Academy of
General De nti stry. She bega n a 3
year peridontal residency at the
University of Mi sso uri-Kan sas
City in July 1<)<)4.
Kumi Nagaki, SI 87, man'ied
Alaa Hilwa, SI 90, Dece mber 23 ,
1993: resid ents oC New Camlan,
Connecticut. Alaa is a UNIX sys
tems manager at Triboroul!h
Bridge and-Tunne l Author;ty.
Kumi is a prognlillrl1 Cr analyst
at the United Nations.
Andrew S. Naylor, LA 87,
rece ived a mas ter'-s deg ree in
Journalism trom the Medill
Schoo l of Journ<l li sm at Nor1h
westem Uni versit y in 19XX. and
he Q.rad uated cum laude from
Cr; ighton Uni ve rsit y School of
La w in Onlaha, Ncbraska. He is
judicial law clerk to the Hon. Lyle
E. Strom, chief judl!e of the
United States District Court ,
District of Nebraska.
Anne-Sophie M. Pille, GR 87,
married Brian E. Blank , assoc iate
professor of mat hematiCs at
Washington Un ive rsit y, in 198R.
They ha ve two so ns: Andrew
Loui s, born August 25, IlJX9, and
Alex ander Sco t!, born Aug ust 10,
199 1.

Karen Sue Wilkinson, LA 87,
PT 90, rn arri ed David Ferri s Sep
tembe r 26, 19<)2; res idents of
DeForest, Wi sconsin.
Ross .1. Adams, LW 88, and
wife Robin have "\ daugh ter. Paige
Miche lle , bom September 21,
1993. Ros s has formed Jones and
Aclams, a partnership for practic
ing gene ral litigatio n: re, idents ot
Marietta, Ceorgia.
Janet Allin,-LA 88, man'ied
Br'ael Obert September 18, 1993:
residents of SI. Louis.
Chris Bel'caw I3U 88 oradu 
ated from the Universit y ~f Min
nesota Law School in IlJlJ2 , spe nt
last year workin g and stu clying in
J'v!exico City, and is now working
us an internationa l co rporate att ol'
ney at Oppenheimer, Wolff. and
Donne ll y in Minneapolis .
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Dawn Brenner, LA 88, mar
ried Keith Rinzler January 24,
1993, in Atlanta, Georgia, where
she teaches fifth grade. Dawn
received her master's degree in
education in May 1994.
Shani R. Feuer, LA 88, gradu
ated with an L.G.S.w. degree
from the University of Maryland
at Baltimore School of Social
Work in 1992 and is currently a
therapist at Youth in Transition.
Mariela Garcia-Colberg,
LA 88, received a master's
degree in social work from
Boston College in 1991. After
working as planning director for
the United Way of Central Mass
achusetts in Worcester, Massa
chusetts, she moved to San Juan,
Puel10 Rico, and is pursuing a
law degree. She repol1s that her
"college buddy" Lourdes Vega,
BU 88, married her brother, Lt.
Jaime Garcia-Colberg in January
1993.
Deborah Gardner, LA 88,
married Sidney M. Helbraun
August II. 1991. They have a
daughter, Rebecca, born Decem
ber 22, 1993. She was ordained as
a rabbi from Hebrew Union Col
lege Jewish Institute of Religion
in Spling 1993; residents of Prov
idence, Rhode Island.
Deborah Magidson, LA 88,
married Steven Handler October
2, 1993; residents of Larchmont,
New York.
Lawrence Rosen, LA 88,
received his 1.0. from UCLA
School of Law. He lives in San
Francisco and is an attorney with
the firm Orrick, Herrington, and
Sutcliffe.
Rosemarie Sansalone, LA 88,
and John J. Alway, LA 88, EN
88, have been married for five
years and have two children: 3
year-old Alexandria Maria and 2
year-olel Maria. John is a devel
opment engineer with Lever
Bros. Co., and Rosemarie is a
full-time mom doing volunteer
work in early childhood
education.
Norman Umberger, EN 88,
and wife Crystal are proud
parents of a 3-year-old foster
child named Tenisha. Norman
is the lead (environmental) engi
neer suppol1ing the United States
Environmental Protection
Agency's wood panel initiative.
He is giving a poster, "Window
of 0ppol1unity for U.S. Environ
mental Concerns," at the National
Association of Environmental
Professionals Annual Conference

Rewriting the World

L

uke Whisnant, GR 82, writes for him
self, but when a story is published he
can't help wondering what his fonner pro
fessors would think of his work. "I wonder
what Stanley Elkin would think?" he says.
"Would Bill Gass throw it across the room?"
The glowing reviews of Watching n!
with the Red Chillese suggest that Professor
Gass would not throw Whisnant's first novel
across the roOI11. Initially published as a
shon story in Esquire, Watching TV wilh the
Red Chil1ese was expanded and revised off
and on over a IO-year petiod, then published
by Algonquin Books in 1992. It was
released in paperback this year. Whisnant
spent much of the summer of 1993 writing
the screenplay, after a movie option on the
book was purchased.
The idea for the novel sprang from Whis
nant's brief encounter with three communist
Chinese students while he was a student in
the Washington University Writing Program.
The Chinese students invited Whisnant and
his roommates to dinner one evening. In one
room of their sparsely furnished apattment,
Whisnant saw an old, black-and-white tele
vision, and the phrase "watching TV with
the Red Chinese" popped into his mind. The
story inspired by that phrase explores the
lives of three Chinese students in a multi
cultural neighborhood in Cleveland who try
to understand American life by watching
television and the people around them.
"I think the whole concept of America is
changing, and I wanted to describe that by
having the Chinese-the outsiders-looking
in and providing a different perspective on
our culture," Whisnant says.
Set in 1980 in the United States, the
novel describes the materialism, racism, and
ethnocentrism that are part of American cul
ture. Although his novel addresses these
concerns , Whisnant says he is not trying to
be the social conscience of society.
"The primary purpose of fiction is to
make the reader believe. That 's the writer's
art," says Whisnant, currently a tenured pro
fessor of English at East Carolina
University. 'The themes of outsiders looking
in, the futility of love, the materialism of our
culture-the book addresses those ideas and
more, but they ' re secondary."

Luke Whisnant
As a teacher of literature and compo
sition, Whisnant tries to get across to his
students a sense of literature from the
writer 's perspective.
"I try to teach form and technique
more than theme and symbolism," he
says. "They bring in Freudian symbols
or mythopoetic archetypes and then
we're off in the ozone somewhere. Just
look and see what's on the page."
Even a review of his book included
an unexpected interpretation of his sym
bolism. In an early chapter, the narrator
describes a football game in which a
player calls for a "red dog," a defensive
play. The reviewer said, "And, of
course, Whisnant is referring to the
communists being red." When Whisnant
read the review he thought, "Whoa,
where did that come from? I didn't real
ize I was referring to that."
While the reference was not con
scious , Whisnant says the reviewer 's
comment forced him to look at his
words in a different way. Similarly, his
writing forces him to look at the world
in a different way.
"The impulse to write comes at least
partly from wanting things to be other
than they are," he says, "from the urge
to rewrite our world to suit our own
predilections."
•

-Susan Kapp
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in June, He also serves on the
association's professional devel
opment committee,
Brad Weprin, LA 88, is in the
(hird year of seven of his neuro
surgery I'esidency at the Univer
sity of Minnesota, where his wife
Rebecca is completing training in
obstetrics and gynecology, They
both graduated from the Univel"
sity of Texas Southwestern Med
ical School in Dallas,
Lisa (Bartram) Asselmever,
BU 89, and husband James tiave
a daughter, Lindsay Marie, born
February 10, 1990; resielents of
Unionvaie, New York,
James Bailey, GR 89, GR 91,
has been professor of manage
ment and psychology at Rutgers
University since 1991, He was
voted teacher of the year by stu
dents for the 1992-1993 academic
year. He won the Henry E, Rut
gers Fellowship for scholarly
promise in the 1991-92 and
1992-93 academic years,
Meredith Barber, LA 89,
eamed a Ph,D, from Wielener
University in May 1994, She now
pians to "take time off and have
some adventures,"
Anne Beitel, LA 89, received
an M,B,A, from Harv,mj Business
School in June 1993, She is iJ
product marketing manager for
ON Technology Corporation, a
high-growth software and direct
m~rk~ting company located in
Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Richa;d M. Berger, BU 89,
was admitted to the Stanford Uni

versity Graduate School of Busi
ness, class of 1996, He was previ- .
ously employeel as assistant brand
manager at Procter and Gamble,
Br~dford Billet, LA 89, is
chief financial officer of Minpetro
Ltel" an oil exploration and trad
ing company, He ,1lso volunteers
with the American Reel Cross
and earned the Empil'e State
Volunteel' of the Year Award,
Kellye Joy Knueppel, LA 89,
is participating in a residency pro
gram at the State University of
New York's State College of
Optometry,
~
Edward Palattella, Jr., LA
89, m,lIl'ied Christine R, McCam
mon in June 1993, They live in
Erie, Pennsylvania, where
Ed ward covers the cou rts for
the Erie DC/if), Times,
Amy Richmann, GB 89, was
promoted to senior brand
manager and transferred to Kel
logg Canada in Toronto in June
19~9~~, She manages the "Rice
Krispies," "Cinn~amon Mini
Buns," and "Honey Nut Corn
Flakes" cereal products,
Cynthia Rigg, LA 89, is ass is
t,lIlt editor of COUl1Ir\, W('d/\'
magazine and Soap Opera Maga
~ill(" based in Lantano, Florida,
.Ianni Lee Simner, LA 89,
works as a marketing writer for
the University of Arizona's
Extended University, She has
sold more than a dozen short sto
ries, including upcoming publica
tions in Dm/s II'ilh IIIe Devi/
(DAW Books, October 1994);

(Tor Books,
October 1994); and the newly
revived Ga/o.\T magazine,

A/ICIIIUI!' OUI/aH'S

1990s
Jodi Alexander, LA 90, works
as a physiml therapist in Chicago,
Her fiance, David Kahn, LA89,
GB 90, is employed at the
Mercantile Exchange in Chicago,
Abigail Baime, LA 90, is a
judicial Inw clerk to the Hon,
Kathar-ine Sweeney Hayden of the
Superior Court of New Jersey and
has been admitted to both the
New York anel New Jersey bars,
Michael Bender, BU 90, mal'
ried Victoria Cowett, LA 90,
August 14, 1993; residents of Los
Angeles, Michael passed the Cali
fomia bar exam in July 1993 and
is pnlcticing law in California,
Victoria is a sale/catering assistant
at the Hyatt-Regency hotel in Los
Angeles,
Kerstin Hruska Clark, BU
90, was promoted to assistant vice
president at Citibank and resides
in Chicago, Illinois,
Colle;;n A. Connolly, LA 90,
received a J.D, in May'1994 from
Northwestern University School
of Law in Chicago, She plans to
go into public interest law,
Richard Alan Craig, BU 90,
lives in Oakland, California, and
operates a small used rental car
company,
Melissa Goldberg, LA 90,
completed a master's degree in
counseling psychology in 1992
from Harvard University, She is
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working on her Ph,D, in develop
mental psychology at McMaster
University in Hamilton, Ontario,
She says she would love to hear
from classmates via hel' e-mail
address: goldbergm@mac,psych
@mcmaster.ca,
Robert A. Goldsteen, LA 90,
gl'aduated as a physician from the
University of North Texas Health
Science Ccnter at Texas College
or Osteopathic Medicine in 19~93
and is completing his residency in
internal medicine at Beaumont
Army Medical Center in EI Paso,
Texas, He is a c,lptain in the U,S,
Army,
Cynthia Haywood, EN 90,
mall'ied Rogel' Kerkemeyel' on
May 2 I, 1994; residents of St,
Louis,
Rupin Avinash Kadakia, LA
90, gl'acluatecl I'rom Baylor College
of Medicine in June 1994 Jnd is
pursuing residency in intel'l1al
medicine at Loyola University
Medical Center in ChiC<H!o,
Randi Maidman, LA~90,
graduated from the Univcrsity of
Pennsylvania Law School in May
1994, In October 1994, Randi will
join a New York City law firm as
,111 associate,
Bradlev M. Mueller, GR 90,
('eturned to SI. Lou is to 'lceept a
position as historical archeologist
with Markman and Associates,
Inc,; he previously had worked as
an archeologist for the Navajo
Nation in Window Rock, Arizona,
Rich Pototsky, LA 90,
received his M,B,!-\. in May 1993

,I
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from the University of Baltimore.
He wa, Ilamed director of Auxil~
iary Service, at the University of
Baltimore in November 1993.
Hiroko Yoshida, GB 90, is
accounting supervisor at Intel
Japan K.K. and lives in Tsukuba,
Japan.
Laura G, Kehoe, LA 91,
spent a year with the Marianist
Volunteer Corps in New York
City, living in a group home I'or
teenage boys and working as a
case~worker for inner~city foster
children in Brooklyn. She h<ls fin~
ished a mastel"s degree in public
health from Boston University
and will be a first~year medical
student at Tufts School of Medi~
cine in September 1994.
Tracy A. King, LA 91, is the
government relations manager at
~ tracle as,ociation. She als~ is
pursuing a m8stel"s degree in
public communications fmm
American University.
Jason Levy, LA 91, is a
fourth~year medical student at
New York University.
Victoria (Tori Parker) Lom
bardo, GB 91, has moved to
Annapolis, Maryland, and was
promoted to district manage I' for
General Motors.
Eric W. Nothdurft, LA 91,
graduated in May with a master's
degree in architecture from the
University of Pennsylvania Grad
uate School of Fine An,. He also
worked in Japan for three month
in summer 1993.
Anand S. Rao, EN 91, was
appointed patent examiner in the
U.S. Department of Commerce
Patents and Trademarks Offlce in
Crystal City, Virginia, in JanualY
1994.
Rhona Seidman, BU 91, is a
senior human I'esources consul
tant for CIGNA in Philadelphia.
Donna Tauss, GB 91, was pro~
motedto dil'ectol' of planning at
the Visiting Nurse\ Association
in Sl. Louis.
Leslie A. Underwood, LA 91,
was accepted in Roosevelt
University's Lawyer's Assistant
Program in March 1994 for an R
mo~th paralegal training pmgram.
Mike Zimmerman, LA 91,
completed his master's degree in
elemcntary education from M<.lI·y
mount University.
Michelle Crowell Coburn,
BU 92, joined MCI Telecommu
nications Corp. Consumer M<II'
ket, Divi.,ion in Janucll'y 1994
as human I'esources administrator
in charge of payroll I'or 1,200

A Delicate Balance
s the supervising young adult librarian
a t the Staten Is land Borou gh offi ce of
the New York Public Library, Sandra
Payne, FA 74, acknowled ge s today the
prophetic vision of her high school librari
an. Mabel Inez Nimmo. lihrarian at Soldan
High Sc hool, where Payne was a student
page , felt that Payne's quiet nature and
inte re st in others would lend themselves
well to a future in library work.
"I was selected by Miss Nimmo to
participate in a caree r prog ram called
'Librarian for a Day' and sent to Washing
ton Unive rsit y to foJlow librarian s around
the variou s campus libraries ," Payne says.
But she went back to Soldan still con
vinced she want ed a caree r in fashion
des ign. Two years late r, she re turned to
Washingto n to study fine arts. E ve n today,
Payne stru gg les with he r dual life as arti st
and li b rar ian.
Upon graduating from Washing ton ,
Payne went to g raduate school at the Uni
vers ity of South Florida and rece ived an
M,EA. "Afte r completing that program, I
wanted to go to Ne w Yo rk but wasn ' t
quite clear about my way of ea rning a liv
ing th e re," says Payne, so she started
investigating library school s . In 1977, she
enrolled in the Palmer Graduate School of
Library Science at Long Island University
on a full fellowship.
"It was kind of a crazy time for me ,"
Payne recalJ s . "I was se rving an internship
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, wa s
part of the studio component of the
Whitney Mu se um of Ame rican Arts Inde
pendent Study Program, and was enrolled
in an M.L.S. program all at once," Learn
in g to handle that kind of schedule has
he lped Payne maintain a ba lance in her
dual life now,
" I live with my art ," Payne says, 'The
percepti o n of a New York artist is pro ba
bly that of someone stashed away in a loft,
high above the city, with wonderful, open
space to work in, But I have always lived
in a tenement apartment- a one-bedroom
apartment- and I make my ,a rt there ."
Currently, Payne is making sculpture,
"although that can ch ange back to painting
at any time," she says, She docs not havc a

A

Sandra Payne

dealer repre senting he r art, a lthou gh for
severa l years she was associ ated and
qui te involved with a now-defunct New
York galle ry called Ju st Abo ve Midtown
(lA.M.l, She continues to ex hibit in
local shows.
Muc h of Payne \ library work is in
the form of outreach to sc hool s in the
co mmunity. " Whe n I go into a school ,
my main concern is to ge t kid s to open
books," Payne expl ains. " In librarie s,
book s traditionally are di spl ayed on
shelves with only the ir spines showing ,
When I enter a cl ass room, I spread my
books out in such a way that they seem
to form arms around the room. The cov
ers excite the kid s whe n they come in,
and then we can talk about what's
between the covers ,"
Payne believ es that "librari es a re not
just about books , They are about se rvice.
The most important work I can do as a
youn g adult librarian is provide a way
for teenage rs to fee l they are buying into
their community," says Payne, who was
featured in a 1991 article in Pamde
Ma gazin e for her work at the library. "I
try to he lp teenage rs unde rstand they are
part of a community, and the library
there belongs to the m. "
•

- Mateen H. Co rrigan
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employees for the Albuquerque
Internati onal Center. She was
elected president of the Albuquer
que Alumnae Chapter of Kilppa
Alpha Theta and is th e yo un gest
me mber to hold that office. She
and her husband Tony purchased
a new home in Rio Ranch o, New
Mex ico.
Matt Geiger, FA 92, says he
"is no t making an y art but is hav
in g a grand time in Seattle ;:lIld
hilS a ~ew pet platypus."'
La ura J . Gerdes, LW 92,
married Michael E. Bub October
16. 1993 . They both practice law
and reside in St. Loui s.
David A. Harris, LA 92,
served as campaign manager f'or
a congressional campaign in
Indi ana during the 1992 elec ti on
cyc le. He has moved to \Vash
ington, D.C. , to complete a grad u
ate program at the Legislati ve
Studies !nsi tllte, and he served a
6-month fellowship in foreign
affairs and judiciary committe
work in the offi ce of Illinois Sen.
Pa ul Simon. He srarted in January
as the legislative ass istant fo r
domes ti c policy at th e Was hing
ton Offi ce of the Ameri can Jew
ish Congress.
Ben Hess, LA 92, married
Shannon Warrick, LA 93,
Novem ber 28, 1993; resident s of
Santa Ba rbara, Califomia. Both
Ben and Shann on are actors, and
their wedding took place at the
San Ysidro Ranch, where Sir
Laurence Oli vier and Vivian
Leigh we re manied.
Sally Jamerson, LW 92, mar
ried WP. Reed Howl ett Decem
ber 4, 1993, in Naples. Florida;
res idents of San Francisco, Cali
forni a.
Sarah Kurtin, LA 92, is an
ass istant account exec utive at
Lowe and Partners/SMS .
Michael Rechan, LW 92, GB
92, joined Athletes and Artists,
Tnc., a New York-based sports
and entert ainment manage ment
firm , as an attomey/s pol1s agent.
He heads the company's offi ce in
St. Loui s and focu ses on
rep resenting hockey players.
C harles M. Levine, GB 93,
was named president of the so uth
western region of Paging
Network, Inc., a nationwide pag
ing service. The region includes
Arizona, Nevada, and Southern
California.
Richard C. Phillips, BU 93,
and wife Janet have a son,
Nic holas, born September 10,
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1993; joins 2-year-old Zachary;
res idents of Mascoutah , Illinois.
Miriam Rive"a, LA 93, mar
ri ed Adam Parfitt ( 1992-93 Wash
ington exchange stu de nt) on Jnnu
ary 18. 1994; resident s of
Norwich, England.
Karen Roth, LA 93, is one of
46 volunteers traveling to Cos ta
Ri ca under the auspi ces of World 
Teach, a privJte non -profit orga ni 
za tion based at Harvard Uni ve r
si ty. She will teach English and
En vironmental Educa ti on at Cole
gio Cientfico Canilgo in Dulce
Nombre, Cartago.
Paul Strug, LA 93, completed
his first year of law sc hoo l at the
Uni versit y of Texas; he is spend
ing the summer as a clerk wi th
th e First Court of Appeals of
Texas.
Janet Tennison Yost, SW 93,
is the Scott Air Force Base hea lth
promotion ma nager, oversee ing
the hea lth and we Ifare needs of
more than 13,000 people in the
armed forces. She selved as con
sultant on the current non-smok
ing policy in government fac ili
ties an d was approved to cond uct
a research project in the base
medical center to determine the
efficacy of self-care books in
decreasing hospital vi sits.

In Memoriam
Pre-1920s
Mrs. Helen (Ette) Par k, LA 19;
3/94.

1920s
Max B. Jackoway, LW 23; 2/94.
Mrs. Herman Moses (Vi ola Bess
Liepman ) Meyer, LA 23; 4/94.
Charl otte L. Ballmann , LA 24,
GR 35; 1/9 1.
Ralph A. Mange, BU 25; 1/94.
Mrs. J. Ma rs hall (Ade le Eu ge nie
Stocking) Thompson, LA is;
7/93.
Mrs. WF. (Virgini a Mary
Hoester) Impey, LA 26; 4/94.
John M. Schaper, AR 26; 3/94.
Ralph I. Cole, EN 27: 10/93.
Mrs. Herman A. (Add ie Be imes)
Lueking, LA 28; 4/94.
Mrs. Robert R. (Jess ie Ca rleton
Stone ) Wohler, LA 28; 3/94.

Charles C. Brad ley, LA 29 (FS );
2/93.
Clifford J. Buri an, BU 29; 4/94.
Emmett B. Rodemic h, DE 29;
2/94

1930s
Melvin T. David son, BU 30;
6/93.
Mrs. Joseph (Leah H. St one)
Hackbarth , LA 30; 3/94.
Charles D. Robinson, DE 30;
4/9 1,
Marquard H. Braun , LA 3 I ;
2/94.
Mrs. Nelson J. (Leona C. Payne)
Matter, LA 3 I , GR 32: 1/94.
Mrs. Alfred A. (Vi via n C.
Lehew) Nail, LA 31. GR 47;
3/94.
Carl Robert Stoc khu s, EN 3 I;
3/94.
Geo rge W Asc hen, Jr., BU 32;
3/94.
Mrs. E.C. (Vi rginia E. Mays)
Behnken, LA 32; 2/94.
Mrs. Frances Y. (Collins) Denny,
LA 32; 4/94.
Perry B. Henderson, GR 32 ;
2/94.
Jerry A. Millhon, DE 32 ; 5/92.
John W Higginboth am. Jr., BU
33; 4/94.
Albert E. Meisenbilch, Jr., LA
33, MD 37; 2/94.
Ralph R. Beals, EN 34; I 1/93
Stanley M. Leyd ig, MD 34;
4/94 .
Roscoe W. Turne r, DE 34; 3/94 .
Blair Ha nso n, LA 35; 2/94.
Edward P. Reichm an, DE 35;
4/94.
Lowry D. Reaves. DE 36; 2/94.
Rand al A. Nishij ima , LA 37;
6/93.
Joseph S. Frage r, BU 38; 1/94.
Charles F. Grant. EN 38; 3/94.
Mrs. Grayce Godd ard, NU 39;
12/90.
Mrs. 1-1. Hadley (G lo ri a
Elizabeth Ball ) Grimm , LA 39;
2/94.
Frank Cameron Higg inbotham,
BU 39; 2/94.
Jacqueli ne Keas ter, GR 39; 1/94.
Mrs. Ri chard W (Virginia S.
Ras bac h) Yore, LA 39; 2/94.

1940s
She lton C. Voges, B U 40; 4/94.
Av is Cl il ire. AR 4 I: 3/94.
Milton T. English, Jr., MD 4 I :
10/93.
Jean H. Fe lker, EN 41 : 2/94.
Robert M. Basse tt , LA 42; 4/94.
David Biren baum, EN 42; 3/94.
Evelyn M. Chap he. LA 42; 2/94
Donald W Dodd, EN 42. ST 50:
3/94.
Mrs. George F. (F lorence) Hord ,
GR 42; 7/93.
Mrs. Arthu r L. (Lois Frances
Matthews) le nke, LA 42; 1/94.
Ru sse lJ TigeJ1, Jr., MD 43 ; 1/94.
Mary C. Ha yes. SW 44; 3/94.
Jean G. Garbe r, LA 46 : 8/92
Ernest M. Schu eneman. GR 46;
2/94.
John C. Boyd, LW 47; 2/94.
Mrs. Mary (Mary Fra nces Pepin)
Bradshe r. NU 47; 4/94.
Mrs. Robert L. (Bett ye Jane
Boardman) Drysdale. Jr. , LA 4 7;
2/94 .
Ro nal d Ross, BU 47; 3/94.
William L. Sim pson, MD 47;
3/94
Willam B. Caner, LA 48; 1/94.
Robert W Copeland, LA 48, LW
49; 4/94 .
Harold E. Crocke r, BU 48; 4/94.
John G . Cooke , EN 49; 3/93.
Mrs. Frank E. (Edna Grace)
Goetz. LA 49; 3/94.
Mrs. Hrant (Iri s Matoesian )
No rsigian, FA 49 : 10/93.

1950s
Mrs. Robert H. (Lois Y.
Hammer) Cavenah, BU 50; 3/lJ4.
Ray mond W. Eldridge, Jr., EN
50: 3/94
Thomas K. i-lul'ster, EN 50; 2/94.
Doroth y D. Reister, MD 50;
7/93 .
Ellen T. Rubin o, LA 50. LW 54;
2/94 .
Virgil P. Sc hul z, UC 50, GR 50;
12/93.
Frank E. Sc lair. LA 50; 3/94.
Ri chard I-l. Waltke, Jr .. BU 50;
1/94.
Al ben L. All en, LA 5l; 2/94.
Mrs. Ca rri e Emma (Clark)
Gross , UC 5 I ; 4/94.

Ed ward A. Dwyer. BU 52: 3/93.
Agnes K. Shankl in , GR 52: 2/94.
Sta nl ey D. Friedman. LA 54:
10/93 .
Jo hn M. Shaw, HA 54: 3/94.
Amos L. Hopkins, GR 55: 11/93.
Mrs. Ri c hard A. (Joseph ine E.
Hotuiz) Kaiser. NU 55: 3/ 94.
Arthur Berken , MD 57 : 4/ 94.
Ha rri s K . Goldstein . S W 57;
12/93.
N o rm an R. Jun ghans, GR 57;
3/94
L atha m G. Kays, BU 58: 3/94 .
James C. Claywell. EN 59: 2/93.
Joel A. joslin, EN 59: 2/94.

1960s
Jose ph M. Be rg hoefe r, UC61 :
3/ 93.
Ed wa rd H . Fin ke. EN 62: 1/94.
Wilbe rt Long, Sr., SW 62: 4/94.
R obert Y. Apple, LA 63; 3/94 .
Mrs. Elmer A. (Betty 1. ) Mi chel.
Jr., UC 63: 3/94
Mrs. Belly J. Lesh, UC 65 ; 7/ 92.
He nry E. Spradlin , UC 65 , UC
66: 2/85.
Larry A. Daniels. UC 66; 4/93.
Ja mes H. Clark. UC 67 : 3/94.
Janice C. AIZ, SW 69: 3/94.

1970s
Mrs. Jane Ann (Washburn )
Garrett. UC 70; 1/94.
Geo rge E. Moore, UC 70; 3/ 93
Ms. Il e ne Jani s (Cohe n) Edi so n,
GR7 1; 3/94.
Barbara Dilmanson , OT 72;
2/94.
M s. Melba 1. (Higginbotham)
Parente Golman, UC 72; LW 75;
3/94 .
Ms. Roberta Glennon Too le, GB
77: 2/94

1980s
Robert Daniel Greene, LA 82;
3/94.
Ma ry Jane Mortell , LW 83 ;
10/93
Todd A. Beard, FA 84; 1/94 .
Harry William Daum, TI 84;
4/94.

In Remembrance
Louise McClelland Armstrong, LA 21, died
February 26 of cancer in Minneapoli s. She
was 94. In the 1960s, Armstrong helped orga
nize the Women 's Architectural League of Sl.
Louis, which is an auxiliary of the loca l chap
ter of the American In stitute of Architects.
She served as the league 's first pres id enl.
She was married to noted architect Harri s
Armstrong, who died in 1973. He was th e
designer of th e Ethical Society in Ladu e, the
Kirkwood Community Center, and many of
the laboratory buildings at Washington Uni
vers ity.
Melvon C. Etling, Bli 33, died of ca ncer
March 8 in St. Lou is. He was 82. During the
late 1960s and early 1970s, he co-founded
and published 51. Louis Magazinc. Since
1977, he was president of Unlimited Growth,
Inc. , a St. Lo ui s-area rea l estate company. He
was married for 51 years to the late Clare
Metzger Etling.
James Buckner Fisher, Jr., FA 39, died
January 22 in Boulder, Colorado, after a brief
illness. He was 79. He taught art at Washin g
ton University and St. Louis Country Day
School from the late I940s throu gh the
1950s. He served in the Army durin g World
War n, rece ivin g the Purple Heart, Bron ze
Star, and the Silver Star. One of his paintin gs,
"The Readin g Room," is on display in the Sl.
Louis Public Library.
Stanton E. Fisher, Bli 49, called the
"Thomas Edi son" of the pet industry, died
April 17 in St. Loui s at the age of 68. Inven
tor of pet products such as the rawhid e dog
bone and "tidy scoop," Fisher dominated the
pet indu stry throughout the late 1970s. He
was born in East St. Lo ui s and received hi s
degree in chem istry between stints in th e
Army durin g Wor ld War II and the Korean
War.
Ethel Metelman, a retired professor of
art, died April 2. She was 90. A longtim e res
ident of Sl. Loui s. she taught at Washington
from 1925 until her ret irement in 1968. A life
member of the St. Louis Artists' Guild , she
received many honors and awards for her oi l
and pastel portraits. Her husband, art Profes 
sor Alvin J. Metelm an, died in 1948.
William J. Oetting, BU 47, LW 49, died
April 28 in Sl. Louis after a stroke. He was
69. Oetting was a private-practice lawyer in
the Sl. Loui s area for 45 years and was a part
ner in the firm Curti s, Oetting, Heinz., Garrett,
and Soule s ince 1987. He was an emeritus

life member of th e Mi ssouri Athletic Club
and was inducted posthumously into the
club's Hall of Fame in May. He also was the
first chairman and a member of the board of
trustees of the Missouri Hi story Museum
Subdistrict Commission, a trustee of Webster
Uni versi ty, and board me mber of the General
Protestant Children's Home. He was a li eu
tenant in the Navy during World War 11 and
in the Korean War. He is survived by his
wife of 44 years, Marie Prange Oetting, tw o
sons, and two grandchildren.
James Elliott Rubin, LA 68, died
December 10, 1993 , in Minneapol is. He wa s
46. He was appointed a full clinical professor
at the University of Minnesota in 1992 and
practiced inte rnal medicine and nephrology
in Min neapoli s For 16 years, serving as chief
of nephrology at Mount Sinai Hospital and
clinical director of its Di aly sis Unit. He was
a fellow of the America n College of
Physicians and rec eived AMA Physicians
Recognition Awards in 1984, 1987, and
1990. He also received the 1991 Dist in
gui shed Phys icia ns of America Award. He
se rved on the Med ica l Advisory Board for
the Narional Kidney Found ation of the
Upper Midwes t. Born in St. Louis , he was
the son of Samuel Rubin and Audrey Allldt
Rubin, LA 43; th e hu sba nd of Barbara Her
man Rubin, LA 69; and th e father of
Bejamin (Class of 1998), Beth Anne.
and Nathaniel.
Celia Yeack-Scranton, EN 74, an IBM
Fellow regarded as an indu stry leader in
adva nced magnet ic recording, died March 14
of ca ncer. A widely publi shed lecturer, she
held 23 patents, pa te nt app lications, and
invention disclosures. Born III Toledo, Ohi o,
she received a doctorate in applied physic s
from Stanford University in 1979 and joined
IBM that year, working most recently at the
corporation's Storage Systems Division in
San Jose, California. She is surv ived by her
hu sb:md Robert Scranton and two children,
Peter and Karen.
Israel Treiman, LA 21, GR 22, LW 24,
FOlmer professor of law, died March 2 after
suffeling from heart disease. He was 93.
Treiman was born in Ru ss ia and grew up in
St. Louis. He wa s one of the first American
Rhodes scholars and earned a doctorate from
Oxford University in the 1920s. He tau ght
law at Was hington U. from 1930 until 1942,
and he also had hi s ow n private la w practice.
He was married for more than 50 years to
Jea nne Friedl ob Treiman, who died in 1989.
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Sanford N. McDonnell:
First You Build
Character...
Sandy McDonnell spends a lot of
time thinking about character edu
cation. The retired chairman of
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
learned values as well as subject
matter during his own experiences
with the country's educational sys
tem; he became aware of the
importance of value training dur
i ng more than 40 years in the
defense and aerospace industry;
and, since 1988, h e has devoted
much of his so-called "retirement"
to programs designed to reintro
duce character training into formal
education.
In 1948, when he walked
through the doors of McDonnell
Aircraft Corporation-the com
pany founded nine years earlier by
hi s uncle, James S. McDonnell
Sandy already had bachelor's
degrees in economics and mechani
cal engineering from Princeton and
the University of Colorado. Mr.
Mac, as his uncle was known,
asked the young graduate engineer
to have breakfast with him before
checking with the employment
office.
During breakfast, Mr. Mac's pro
posal put an unusual spin on being
the boss's nephew : "I think it
would be a good idea if you started
at the very lowest wage," he said.
When Sandy asked how much
that was and who received it, his
uncle said it was 75 cents an hour
paid to the floor sweepers. Sandy
asked, "Why would I want to do
that?" Mr. Mac said, "Well, you'd
be able to look back one day a nd
say that you started at the very
bottom." Sandy considered his cir
cumstances: He was freshly
arrived from Colorado, where his
wife, Priscilla, had taught voice in
the music department of the Uni·12
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both horizon
tally an d verti
~ cally, getting a
background in
aerodynamics,
structural
analysis and air
craft design, and
assuming
greater respon
sibilities as a
supervisor and
manager in such
posi tions as
group leader,
assis tan t project
engineer, and
then company
wide project
manager for the
F-101 program .
He also took
advantage of the
proximity of
Washington
University by
enrolling in the
evening gradu
ate program in
the School of
Engineering,
which awarded
him a master of
science in
applied mechanics in 1954.
The part-time evening program
graduate says, "It's very important
for employees to be able to
improve themselves and upgrade
their intellectual knowledge and
expertise, while continuing to
work full time." As an executive
and employer, he believes, "For
corporation s like ours that are
technology-based , it's very impor
tant to have a university of Wash
ington University's caliber in the
community as a source of young
engineers. And we've used the
University's business school to
help train our employees in the
part-time MBA program. "
~

Sanford McDonnell

versity of Colorado to help put him
through college. She had left her
Colorado job when they moved to
St. Louis and was pregnant with
their daughter, Robbin.
Sandy decided to forgo that
particular exercise in character
building. "I said, 'I'd like to start at
the going rate for a graduate engi
neer. ' That was $1.26 an hour,
which figures out to be about
$2 ,500 a year." He did agree to his
uncle's suggestion that he start in
the training program. "I took a
year in which I went around to a ll
the different departments of the
corporation," he says.
Within the company, he moved

He also sees the long-range
value of universities: "The pure
research and applied research that
come out of universities are vel-y
gTeat stimulants for technological
advancement."
Sandy became a program vice
president at McDonnell in 1959,
and in 1966 was named president
of McDonnell Aircraft, a divisional
company, the year before the
merger with the Douglas company
in 1967. He became corporate
president in 1971 , then chief exec
utive officer and , after his uncle
died in 1980, the corporation's
chairman. "Although he made me
chief executive officer much ear
lier," Sandy says of his uncle , "he
made it quite clear that he was
really the boss until he died. "
It was then, as an executive and
public-minded citizen, that Sandy
McDonnell began to give special
attention to the notions of charac
ter education and ethical behavior.
He ha s enjoyed a long association
as a volunteer leader with the Boy
Scouts of America and served as
the national president from 1984
to 1986. "By virtue of my work
with the Boy Scouts," he says , "I
had been telling young people for
years to live up to the Scout oath
and law: 'Be trustworthy, loyal,
helpful, friendly, courteous, kind ,
obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave ,
clean , and reverent.' I asked myself
one day how well was I doing
against that code of ethics. I found
that I could improve quite a bit."
Then he turned his attention
to McDonnell Douglas. Although
almost all corporations have a
negative code of conduct, what
he calls a "Thou Shalt Not" code,
in 1983 he led the development
of a positive code of ethics-a
"Thou Shalt" code for McDonnell
Douglas.
"We set up a training program
to teach all of us to use that code

in our daily live s, starting with
me as the CEO ," he says . "When I
retired in 1988, we had trained
100,000 people in an eight-hour
ethical decision-making course ,"
he says. "It's an ongoing progTam .
"In the final analysis, however,
treating people ethically is not
only the right thing to do , it is the
smart thing to do. Your suppliers,
your employees , and your cus

•

"It will belp to keep
America strong))) be says)
"if we teach ouryoung
people to do wbat is rigbt)
tell tbe trutb) serve tbeir
neigbbor, work bard)learn
as mucb as tbey can,jol
low tbeir dreams, bave
courage wben bardsbip
comes, and tty again wben
tbey jail. And never ever
give up. ))

•

tomers will not, over time, want to
sell to you, work for you , or buy
from you unless you treat them
ethically. You may get away with
cutting ethical corners in the short
run, but strategically your business
will not survive in the long run."
That led him to consider what
kind of character education was
being offered to young people. He
found little or none: "And I'm talk
ing about teaching kids to be hon
est and responsible and respectful
and caring-basic values like that."
While he continues to serve on
boards of community and service
organizations (he is a former
trustee of Washington University
and current chairman of the

William Greenleaf Eliot Society's
Patrons Committee), he has turned
much of his attention to another
project that he calls the cause
celebre of his retirement.
"We don't want young people
coming out of our schools who are
brilliant but dishonest, who have
great intellectual knowledge and
skills but don't really care about
others, or who have highly creative
minds but are irresponsible," he
says. "So we set up a program
called PREP (Personal Responsibil
ity Education Process). We started
with seven public school districts,
and we are now up to 23 public
school districts in greater St. Louis.
That represents over 183,000 stu
dents. There have been really
exciting results. Not only doe s their
behavior improve, but their acade
mic performance also goes up.
Because when you teach kids to
really care about others, they feel
better about themselves, they
work harder, and they do better
academ ically."
After seeing such results ,
McDonnell took this concept to a
higher level. With the s upport of
other major corporations and the
Danforth Foundation, which al so
supports the PREP program, he
has helped inaugurate the Charac
ter Education Partnership, a not
for-profit organization in Washing
ton, D.C. that helps promote
character education throughout
the nation.
It is clear that Sandy McDonnell
believes in the importance of char
acter education: "It will help to
keep America strong," he says, "if
we teach our young people to do
what is right, tell the truth , serve
their neighbor, work hard , learn as
much as they can, follow their
dreams, have courage when hard 
ship comes, and try again when
they fail. And never ever give up ." .
-John W. Hansford
I·aU
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The Art of the Time
University) in 1853. The Univer
n its second century of collect
sity's founders actively patronized
ing art, Washington University
has assembled one of the finest
living artists whose work realized
university art collections in the
the University's educational
United States. Unfortunately, only
mission. For example, Wayman
a limited audience beyond the
Crow, author of Washington
University's charter, founding
privileged circles of scholars and
the art community is aware of the
board member, and benefactor,
sponsored the neoclassical sculp
outstanding collection and collect
ing tradition at the University. The
tor Harriet Hosmer, and founding
Washington University Gallery of
Chancellor William Greenleaf
Art is committed to its mission to
Eliot demonstrated his leadership
share the University's artworks
in art patronage through his role
with the academic community and
in commissioning Thomas Ball's
the broader public.
One realization of this mis
sion is the current Gallery of
Art exhibit of its finest "mod
ern" art from several genera
tions of collecting; the exhibit
runs in Steinberg Hall from
August 15 through October 16,
1994, with a formal reception
on Friday, September 9, from 7
to 9 p.m. The mission is fur
ther realized in the recently
published book A Gallery of
Modern Art at Washington
University in St. Louis, which
is the first survey of the nearly
150 years of collecting art at
Washington University, featur
ing 85 color plates of Washing
ton University's finest art
works with interpretive essays
by 53 leading scholars. The
exhibit and the book are both
milestones in the collection's
history, and they offer insight
ful perspectives on a rich col
lecting tradition.
-:t": l)ol\\' . }-..
That tradition began in the
first decades after the State of
Leon Joseph Florentin Bonnat, "Peasant
Missouri chartered the Eliot
Girl," 1891
Seminary (later Washington

I
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"Freedom's Memorial" (1875) in
commemoration of Lincoln's
Emancipation Proclamation.
Eliot and Crow's prescience in
the visual arts was instrumental
in the creation of the first public
art museum west of the
Mississippi River-the St. Louis
School and Museum of Fine Arts, a
department of Washington
University dedicated on May 10,
1881. The institution embodied
what Chancellor Eliot envisioned
for the University's first art muse
um-"a conservatory of art, a trea
sure-house of beauty, the his
torical record of all that the
past has accomplished; promot
er and creator of greater things
to come."
One of the fulfillments of
Eliot's vision was the inaugura
tion of Washington University's
"new gallery of modern art" in
1946. Curator Horst W. Janson
unveiled his purchases and
proudly announced the "finest
collection of contemporary art
assembled on any American
campus." During the previous
year, Janson had acquired 38
artworks that embodied his
conception of modern art,
introducing 20th-century artis
tic trends to the central United
States. Janson thought his
"duty" as an art educator was
to provide "intellectual leader
ship" in assembling an art col
lection that would serve the
educational needs of both the
academic and regional commu
nities. He believed that his
acquisitions represented "a
new and important step in the

Henri Mati.s.se, "Still Life with Oranges," 1902

growth of the Washington Univer
sity Art Collection."
From a historical perspective,
J anson's landmark acquisitions
were a turning point in the evolu
tion of Washington University's
art collection. However, his desire
"to reshape [the art collection'sl
character.. .in accordance with the
educational needs of today" was in
keeping with the University's edu
cational mission and collecting
tradition since 1853 . The tradition
continued through the rededica
tion of the University museum as
the Gallery of Art in 1960, and it

continues today. The curatorial
vision to acquire and exhibit the
art of the time remains a consis
tent characteristic of collecting
art at Washington University.
Now, as the Gallery approaches
the 21st cen tury, it still serves as
a cultural leader by acquiring and
exhibiting contemporary and his
torical art for both academic and
public education ..The benefactors ,
directors, and curators of the past
serve as beacons for current and
future Gallery administrators.
Although the University and soci
ety have experienced fundamen

tal change across two centuries,
the Gallery continues to maintain
"a gallery of modern art" in ful
fillment of founding Chancellor
Eliot's vision. As the definition of
modern art continues to change,
and as the collection continues to
grow, a future filled with "greater
things to come" beckons.
•

Tll1:s article was based on Gallery
of Art director Joseph D. Ketner's
"Foreword" and introductory
essay in A Gallery of Modern Art
at Washington University in St.
Louis (1994).
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A Gallery of Modern Art
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Childe Hassam's "Diamond Cove, Isles of Shoals,"
is now on display in the Washington University
Gallery of Art, along with 84 other masterpieces
from the gallery's collection. See page 44.
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